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1

INTRODUCTION

COTA is undertaking a planning effort, the COTA Next Generation Plan (branded as
“NextGen”), to start planning for Central Ohio’s future public transportation needs. The plan is
designed to create a long-term perspective on transit investment opportunities and is intended
to guide transit development through 2050.
The need for the NextGen study reflects Central Ohio’s continued growth: Central Ohio has
been growing steadily for several decades and this growth is expected to continue into the
future. The Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission’s (MORPC) recent study, insight2050,
projects the seven-county region will add an additional 500,000 residents and 300,000 jobs by
2050. MORPC is continuing to evaluate and plan for this growth through its Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP), which, like the NextGen study, is developing a vision and laying out
a multimodal strategy for regional transportation investment.
As the region grows, there will be more demand for infrastructure, including schools, housing,
and services, such as public transportation. As a result, there will be opportunities to rethink the
role transit plays in the overall transportation network, including where and how services are
provided. In addition to growth, cultural trends taking shape nationally and locally in Central
Ohio are also creating opportunities for new and different transit services. People in Central
Ohio, like people across the United States, are demonstrating new preferences for how they live
and work and are showing a stronger interest in urban lifestyles as compared with previous
generations. The impact of these preferences are evident in the apartment complexes in
downtown Columbus, urban village style developments in Dublin and Westerville, and the
restaurants and cafes in the Short North neighborhood.
The NextGen study is designed to help understand and respond to future needs. The study also
recognizes that transit has a role to play in shaping future needs by creating opportunities for
growth and ensuring people can travel easily, even as the region adds people and jobs. Indeed,
the inter-dependency between transit service development and regional growth is a key
challenge for the NextGen effort, namely, should transit drive or respond to growth, or
potentially do both. Within this context, the overarching goals of the NextGen study are to:







Lead the community in a visioning exercise to determine what Central Ohio’s public
transportation system needs to accomplish in the coming decades to ensure current and
future residents have access to jobs, housing, education, and services.
Prepare Central Ohio for future growth by identifying transit investments that integrate
with regional plans and goals. Critical regional goals include maintaining regional
competitiveness, minimizing sprawl, and responding to demographic preferences.
Create transit investment options to support local and regional efforts to develop transit
oriented development and communities.
Identify conventional and creative revenue options that offer potential to support the
recommended plan and ensure the plan can be implemented.
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Needs Assessment
A fundamental goal of the NextGen plan is to identify transit needs and projects that will support
growth and development in Central Ohio, including projects identified through the public
outreach and engagement process. A complement to needs identified through community input
are projects that emerge from a technical analysis of existing transit ridership, historical and
forecast growth in population and employment, socio-economic and demographic trends, and
local planning efforts. The Needs Assessment focuses on the technical analysis, documenting
both the findings and data sources and inputs used to identify those findings. It is through the
combined input of the community and the technical analysis that the NextGen team will identify
potential project investments for future review and evaluation.
This technical needs assessment is laid out according to four main pieces:








Overview of Existing Conditions – provides a high level overview of the COTA service
area and a general background of COTA’s services. This chapter also provides a
generalized perspective on broader trends impacting Central Ohio’s growth,
demographic changes, and transit need.
Market Analysis – an analysis of Central Ohio’s socio-economic and demographic trends
including existing conditions but also anticipated conditions as forecast by the Mid-Ohio
Regional Planning Commission (MORPC). The primary resource for existing conditions
was data published by the U.S. Census Bureau; this data includes population,
employment, and demographic information. Data on future conditions was provided by
MORPC.
Summary of Local and Regional Planning Efforts – provides a high level assessment of
recent planning efforts conducted by Central Ohio jurisdictions, including the City of
Columbus (including small area plans) as well as cities and towns in COTA’s service
area. A full list of the plans reviewed and evaluated is provided in Appendix E.2.
Needs Assessment – a preliminary evaluation of the corridors, communities, and areas
in the COTA service area that have potential for future transit investments as identified
through market analysis and assessment of planning estimates. This section is intended
to provide an initial assessment of potential investment with an emphasis on potential
geographic areas that are likely to need additional transit investment.

It should be noted that the needs assessment is a working document. As such, it is intended to
document the findings to date and generate discussion and additional ideas. The report will be
updated as the project team continues to work with COTA staff, the project advisory group, and
the broader community. It is one of a series of deliverables that are designed to document
existing conditions and develop the framework for transit needs and opportunities in Central
Ohio.
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2

CENTRAL OHIO: TRENDS AND
OPPORTUNITIES

Overview
Central Ohio is a dynamic region that has grown steadily over the past few decades; this growth
is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. Transportation infrastructure, including public
transit, will shape and influence the region’s future both by strengthening connections between
some areas and increasing travel options between others. Transit investment will influence how
much and how fast the region grows, as well as how employment and population growth are
dispersed across the region.
The goal of the needs assessment is to describe the planned growth and discuss how growth
creates both opportunities and needs for transit investment. The technical analysis can then be
compared and contrasted with community preferences and priorities to create a transit
investment plan that will guide development of transit services in Central Ohio. In order to
provide context and opportunities framing both the needs assessment, but also the NextGen
study overall, this first chapter contains three sections:


A high level overview of central Ohio and the transit services available today.



Demographic and cultural changes and the impact these changes are having on transit
needs.



Emerging technologies and the opportunities being created for transit service generally

Central Ohio
The Columbus metro area has become Ohio’s largest city and one of the most dynamic
communities in the Midwest; it is the only city in the Midwest to show significant growth between
2000 and 2013 and is the 15th fastest growing city in the United States1. Population growth has
been consistent for the past several decades, with both the City of Columbus and the
surrounding communities adding population and employment. In addition to growing steadily,
the region is preparing for continued growth. The Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission’s
(MORPC) recent study, insight2050, projects the seven-county region will grow by about
500,000 people and 300,000 jobs between 2010 and 2050; about 300,000 new housing units
will be needed to accommodate population growth (see Figure 2-1). This rate of growth is
roughly on pace with national growth rates, but far exceeds that of other cities in Ohio2.

1
2

“Columbus’ Population Keeps Rising” The Columbus Dispatch, May 22, 2014
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC) insight2050 growth analysis
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Figure 2-1:Historical and Projected Forecast Population and Employment Growth

Source: MORPC insight 2050

Central Ohio Transit Authority
As the regional transit provider, COTA operates transit service to more than 1.2 million residents
living in Franklin County and parts of Delaware, Fairfield, and Licking counties. Like Central
Ohio, COTA has been growing and changing as it responds to the region’s development.
Since its inception in 1971, COTA’s largest funding source has been a local 0.25% sales tax.
This tax, plus passenger fares, federal funds, and revenues earned through advertisements and
contracts, fueled the system for several years. The pace of change at COTA, however, changed
dramatically in 2006, when voters in Central Ohio approved a renewable sales tax that nearly
doubled the resources available to the agency. The 2006 renewable sales tax doubled COTA’s
sales tax to 0.50% (0.25% continuous plus 0.25% renewable). The new tax and the revenues it
raised helped spur growth, development, and innovation at COTA.
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With additional resources, COTA added and
diversified its services with new bus routes,
expanded frequencies, and longer service hours.
COTA added more than 350,000 service hours to
the network shortly after it started receiving tax
revenues. The increased resources also helped
COTA leverage more than $140 million in federal
grants. COTA used the leveraged resources to
update its vehicles, facilities, passenger amenities,
and technology systems3.
In the past few years, as COTA updated and
strengthened service fundamentals, the agency
began to lead new initiatives, many of which have
been implemented recently or are in the process of
being implemented. The new services include:

Central Ohio Transit
Authority
Vision
COTA will be the region’s
transportation leader.

Mission
COTA is committed to excellence
in serving our stakeholders –
customers, employees and
taxpayers. We will deliver quality
transportation services and
conduct business courteously,
safely, ethically and reliably. We
will demonstrate leadership that is
fiscally responsible and
environmentally conscientious.



CBUS - a free downtown circulator that
allows people to travel between major
attractions in downtown. The CBUS began
operations in 2014 and evolved out of a
partnership with downtown employers and
developers. After one year of service, the
CBUS carries 1,760 riders daily.



Transit System Review (TSR) - will realign
COTA’s bus network and double (from 6 to
12) the number of bus routes that operate with 15-minute service frequencies. The TSR
also reorients the bus network more along the lines of a “grid”, which will increase
opportunities for transferring between routes, and scheduling improvements will make
transfers even easier and more efficient. The TSR also recommends increasing
weekend service4.



CMAX – a 15.6 mile Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service is being implemented along
Cleveland Avenue. Branded as CMAX, the BRT service will operate fast, direct and
frequent service along Cleveland Avenue linking downtown Columbus and the
Columbus Square Shopping Center. Slightly less frequent service will be available to
Westerville and Ohio State Medical Center.

Combined, these ongoing efforts are dramatically changing both the availability of transit service
and the types of service operated (see Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3).

3
4

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Figure 2-2: COTA Existing Transit Services (2015)

Source: COTA
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Figure 2-3: COTA’s Planned Transit Network (2017)

Source: COTA

Broader Trends and Opportunities
As discussed, the United States as a whole and Central Ohio as a region are experiencing
cultural trends and lifestyle preferences that are impacting the need and demand for public
transit. Historically, Ohio’s growth was tied to the industrial revolution, when the state’s proximity
to waterways and railways and the availability of natural resources (coal and iron ore) gave the
state a competitive advantage in manufacturing and steel production. Columbus grew up at the
edge of Ohio’s industrial and manufacturing centers and as the state grew, Central Ohio
evolved as a center for government, education, insurance, and health care.
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At the time that Ohio’s population and economy climaxed – around the mid-1960s – the U.S.
economy began a slow transition away from manufacturing and towards a service economy.
The restructuring of the national economy was hard on Ohio (and much of the Midwest) and for
many years, the state lost both jobs and people. Because Central Ohio was never as dependent
on manufacturing for its jobs and local economy, the region both proved both better positioned
to adapt and demonstrated more economic resiliency. As a result, while the majority of major
cities in Ohio have lost significant shares of their peak population since the 1960s, Columbus’
population has increased,5 although it is worth noting that Columbus owes much of its growth
status to large-scale suburban annexation.
Central Ohio’s local economy and strengths mean the region is well positioned for the coming
decades. Indeed, Central Ohio is expected to continue to grow through 2050 and beyond, even
as the rest of Ohio anticipates a population decrease. As Central Ohio prepares and plans
future growth, it is worth reviewing several trends that, as mentioned, are taking shape
nationally and locally in the Columbus metro area. These trends will likely impact the way the
region grows as well as the need and demand for transit. Seven main trends are listed below
and discussed in more detail in the following section.
1. Households are getting smaller.
2. Poverty rates in Central Ohio are increasing.
3. Much of the population growth in Central Ohio is attributed to New Americans
immigrating to the region.
4. In the past few decades, Central Ohio’s geographic growth has outpaced its population
growth; land use patterns have become less dense and more sprawled.
5. Attracting and retaining young professionals and talent is both critical to ensuring the
region fulfills its expectations and an important challenge.
6. The shared economy is creating new opportunities for transportation services.
7. Housing and lifestyle preferences are influencing housing choices, especially among
Millennials and Baby Boomers.
Households are Getting Smaller in Cental Ohio
According to the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) report, Metropolitan Area
Trends, Preferences and Opportunities, 2010 to 2030 and to 2040, in the Columbus
metropolitan area, between 2010 and 2040, about one quarter of the new households will be
households with children and about half of new households will be single-person households6.
This trend towards smaller and more childless households will have a significant impact on the
demand for housing, both because smaller households will need more housing units and the
size requirement for households will diminish.
Generally speaking smaller households, particularly single-person households, strengthen the
need and demand for transit because smaller housing units tend to be developed in places with
higher densities, which increases the feasibility of transit. Individuals in smaller households are

5

American Community Survey 2013
Columbus, Ohio Metropolitan Area Trends, Preferences, and Opportunities: 2010 to 2030 and to 2040, January
2014.
6
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more likely to use transit because the cost and convenience advantage of the private vehicle is
reduced particularly if higher quality transit is available.
Central Ohio, especially Franklin County and the City of Columbus, is becoming poorer.
Historically, Ohio’s individual and family poverty rates have been lower than the corresponding
national rates, but more recently, poverty rates converged to the national rates by about 2005.
Since then, Ohio’s rates of poverty have been nearly equal to, or a little higher than the national
averages7. Franklin County’s poverty rate is 18.1% and the City of Columbus has a poverty rate
of 22.4%8. Thus, even though the region overall is economically strong and unemployment is
low (4.3% in February 2015 per the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics), not everyone is
participating in the growth equally.
Poverty increases the need for transit as individuals are unable to afford a vehicle (or multiple
vehicles) for access to jobs and services. The needs for access are high in urban areas, but
also in suburban areas. Affordable transit is needed, particularly services that offer service
levels substantial enough so that people could reach and hold jobs. This may require substantial
additional coverage, and the development of regional transit to reach jobs in different counties.
The fastest growing population group in Central Ohio is foreign born residents.
Much of Central Ohio’s growth is attributable to the immigration of foreign born individuals to the
region. In the most recent census, foreign born residents in Central Ohio account for 6.8% of the
total population, nearly doubling from 3.4% in 1990. Although the percentage of foreign born
residents in Central Ohio is significantly less than nationwide (13%),9 the Columbus region
ranked second in percentage of new foreign-born residents (those who came to the United
States since 2000) compared to other major metropolitan areas.10
The implications of the growth of this demographic group for transit are mixed. Among recent
immigrants the need for transit options may be higher, and usage may well be greater. The
advantages of a private vehicle for transporting larger families and reaching jobs with nonstandard schedules will lead to an interest in getting vehicles, but even with that, areas with
substantial foreign-born populations may have increased transit use due to lower auto access,
multiple job-holders in households, and higher overall population density due to larger families.
Regional growth has sprawled outward and into the outlying communities.
As discussed, while the region has added jobs and people, much of the growth in the city of
Columbus has occurred through annexations rather than adding people to existing
neighborhoods. The annexations combined with low density development patterns mean that
regional growth – including population and employment – has led to dispersed development and
sprawl rather than densification.

7
8

The Ohio Poverty Report, January 2015, Ohio Development Services Agency.
The definition of poverty depends on household size, and age of the head of household. Standards are set

nationally by the US Census.
9

Migration Policy Institute. (2012). State immigration data profiles: Ohio. Retrieved from
http://www.migrationpolicy.org/data/state-profiles/state/demographics/OH
10 Community Research Partners, Benchmarking Central Ohio 2009 (Columbus, OH: Community Research Partners,
March 2009)
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Sprawl creates challenges for transit. On one hand, transit can help combat sprawl and low
density development patterns by making urban cores more attractive and accessible,
particularly given changes in community, housing and transportation preferences. At the same
time, transit coverage is needed in suburban areas to provide access to housing, employment
and services because many of these areas have minimal, if any current transit service. Transit
service in low density environments, however, will be more expensive to provide and less
productive than transit in higher density areas. Ideally, new suburban growth would be
clustered in key nodes and corridors to support more productive, higher quality transit options
such as limited stop/high frequency services, commuter bus services, or even BRT.
Attracting and retaining youths, young professionals, and new talent is essential to a
dynamic, robust economic future.
The State of Ohio overall is getting older; older adults are the fastest growing segment of the
population statewide. While Central Ohio and the City of Columbus are younger than Ohio, the
demographics are still not as favorable as compared with the U.S. overall11. A key strategy to
help balance the state’s demographic profile is to attract and retain young talent. To do this,
Franklin County and the City of Columbus will need to develop the resources and amenities this
cohort is seeking.
Demographic changes in Central Ohio not only have an impact on community changes, but they
also have an impact on the type of housing that people prefer, which reflects the community
typology. Data collected nationally, including from the Columbus metro area, found that about
40% of respondents would choose to own or rent an apartment or townhouse if it had an easy
walk to shops and restaurants and offered a shorter commute to work. About 60% of those
preferring detached options would choose smaller lots if they had the same attributes. Given
these parameters, respondents would seem to want the following options to 2040:




40% attached homes (townhouses, condominiums, and apartments)
35% smaller detached homes on smaller lots
25% larger detached homes on all other lots

Even if all new residential units built to 2040 were attached and small lots, there would be up to
75,000 more homes on all other lots than the market may demand. Other key points to consider:



Half of all new housing demand will be for attached homes and the other half for small
lot homes. This is another reversal from past preferences.
Demand for large-lot homes will decline below 2011 levels.

Half of the growth in households will be renters. The home ownership rate has been declining
since 2004. (Nelson)
Combined with the changes in household composition, these trends suggest that the demand in
future years will be for communities that offer mixed uses, are walkable, have smaller unit sizes,
and have public transit access. This new development may be in suburban areas, or it may be
redevelopment of center city and older suburban areas. All of these characteristics are
supportive of increased and improved transit.

11

Arthur C. Nelson, Metro Area Trends, Preferences and Opportunities, 2010 to 2030 and to 2040.
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The Shared Economy is growing and includes transportation.
The Shared Economy is defined as an increase in the use of sharing mechanisms to access
tangible assets, services, information, technology, and even decision-making arrangements, as
opposed to an “ownership economy” model in which individuals have permanent control vested
in titles, contracts, etc. Most people have experienced the basic elements of the shared
economy when they have rented tools or rug cleaners for occasional short term use. The
“shared economy” model expands that concept to a much broader range of assets (as well as
services and information).
A traditional transportation example is the car- or vanpool, but the sharing economy has
expanded to include bike sharing, short-term car rental (from companies), peer-to-peer car
sharing, peer-to-peer ride sharing services, and transportation providers that use mobile
application software (apps) to link potential passengers with vehicles for hire. An example of this
type of technology application is Uber, which is a transportation network that makes and uses
mobile application software to connect potential passengers with drivers of vehicles for hire and
ride sharing services. Uber services are available in Columbus. Other examples of shared
transportation in Columbus are the CoGo bike sharing program and the Car2Go program. CoGo
has 30 bike sharing stations in the broader downtown area. Car2Go has 300 vehicles in the
metro area, including with 45 designated parking spots on the Ohio State University campus, 20
at Easton Town Center, and access at the Port Columbus International Airport.
The sharing of assets, services, and information through technology is growing: technology
allows it, and the economy and changes in attitudes (among young adults) are driving it. The
shared economy relates to transit by reinforcing the behavior of sharing rides, by providing the
opportunity to share resources one already owns, and by providing cost savings. Shared
economy participation can increase transit use when other shared transportation options are
combined with public transit by individuals who use the combined services as an alternative to a
private automobile.
Transit Investment will affect Central Ohio’s future economic competitiveness and
desirability as a place to live.
The context provided by these trends suggests that Central Ohio will need to make a variety of
investments in community infrastructure but also public transportation in both urban and
suburban communities:






The need to make Central Ohio more attractive to younger Ohioans, to plan for an aging
population, and to stem the “sprawl outpacing growth” phenomenon, all underscore the
need for concerted place-making efforts in existing neighborhoods and communities.
Changing demographics and the demand for walkable neighborhoods from both senior
and younger demographics suggest that investments need to be targeted to make
neighborhoods healthier and more attractive to these populations. Incentives need to
encourage fully integrating housing, transportation, safety, and school construction.
Re-creating vibrant neighborhoods within the core of the metro region is a critical
component to helping attract new populations and to reverse sprawling growth patterns.

Although downtown Columbus currently has the best transit access, continued investment to
provide high-quality transit to these areas will be part of the strategy to redevelop these areas
and accommodate the housing demand for smaller units in walkable neighborhoods. In
suburban areas, greater regional transit coverage will be needed to provide mobility for
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residents and access to suburban employment, calling for increased coverage and regional
linkages. New development in suburban areas will need to be at higher densities to meet
housing demand from smaller households, and transit may be a place-shaping tool linking
concentrated nodes of mixed-use and higher density development.

Emerging Transit Technologies
As discussed in the previous section, society is demonstrating a renewed interest and
appreciation for transportation generally and public transit in particular. This renewed interest is
driven in part by Millennials and changing cultural values, but it is also being fueled by
technology. Technology has been and continues to change the way we live, work and play, but
also travel. Technological changes related to transportation, however, have (arguably)
experienced less transformative changes as compared with other sectors and industries. In a
recent special report in the New York Times, M. Bart Herring of Mercedes-Benz USA, said,
“What we were doing 10 years ago wasn’t that much different from what we were doing 50
years ago. The cars got more comfortable but for the most part we were putting gas in the cars
and going where we wanted to go. What is going to happen in the next 20 years is the
equivalent of the moon landing.12” The ability of transit agencies to embrace new technologies
and systems and take advantage of innovations to create service efficiencies will be essential,
not only because it will make services better and less expensive. Embracing new technologies
will also be essential to engage and excite future markets of riders.
The NextGen study is charged with anticipating future public transit needs for the next 15-25
and identifying transit projects and services that will address those needs. Although NextGen is
not designed to fully anticipate future technology changes, there are a handful of emerging
systems and services that will likely affect the future of public transportation. According to the
New York Times article cited previously, the technologies pushing rapid changes in
transportation are the same ones changing the rest of our daily lives: sensors, smartphones
and software. Sensors help cars and roads collect and disperse information so vehicles can
keep track of other vehicles and roads around them. Smartphones collect and disperse
information about people, allowing services like Uber and Lyft use real time data to dispatch
vehicles can drivers. Software, in turn, will analyze data to dispatch and reallocate resources in
real time13.
Ride Sharing Services
There are a multitude of services using smartphones and software to create more efficient ride
sharing services. Some of the “older” and more widely know services, like Uber and Lyft have
largely been focused on creating efficiencies in the taxi industry. New services, such as Leap
Transit and Bridj are more oriented around developing ride sharing services to serve
commuters. These programs and services will look to create new routes or services tailored to
specific markets, such as commuters in Upper Arlington traveling to work in New Albany, or
people living in Franklinton working in Groveport. While these trips are possible on public
transit, using transit is complicated and time consuming, thus creating a market opportunity for
dynamic ridesharing programs that match travelers with rides. To date, ride sharing services
Tipping Point in Transit by Farhad Manjoo”

13 Ibid
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have designed services to meet these markets but have not successfully achieved it in a way
that is financially sustainable. And, most test cases have been in the United State’s densest
communities. Consequently, they have not yet had the same impact on the transit industry as
other models (Uber and Lyft) have had on the tax industry. But, developers and investors have
not given up on these models and successful services may emerge with experience and
innovation.
A challenge and opportunity for the next generation of transit providers will be to integrate and
leverage traditional public transportation services with these flexible routes to strengthen transit
networks. Most of the ride sharing services, for example, are looking for opportunities in the
markets where traditional fixed-route transit has not been successful – cross town routes, last
mile connections and suburb to suburb commutes. Flexible, door-to-door ridesharing services
designed around key time points or a cluster of riders allow operators to tailor services around
well defined needs. This type of service design can avoid the obstacles that make fixed-route
transit inconvenient – the need to transfer as well as land use and roadway designs that make it
difficult for pedestrians to cross the street and wait for a bus. Transit agencies, including COTA,
may choose to work with ride sharing services to help serve challenging markets and fill in gaps
that are difficult and inefficient for fixed route, scheduled services.
Transit Vehicles and Alternative Fuels
The most transformative changes emerging for travel and transportation will be the introduction
of autonomous vehicles. Autonomous, or self-driving vehicles, will ultimately remove the need
for a driver. Google’s testing of self-driving vehicles is well known and they recently announced
plans to start testing vehicles on the road in the coming months. Many experts believe that fully
autonomous vehicles are at least a decade away. In addition to the technical challenges, the
cost of the technology is currently prohibitive, at least for the personal vehicle. Laser technology
is currently estimated at $85,000 per vehicle. Given the planning horizon for NextGen, however,
it is likely that autonomous vehicles will be a reality by 2050.
In the meantime, we are already seeing semi-autonomous features and functions being
incorporated into personal vehicles and are already commonplace in many higher end and midpriced vehicles. These systems are use sensors, cameras and ultrasonic systems that are
positioned around the car to detect objects and pedestrians; when the sensors read an object,
they show (via a camera) or send warnings to the driver alerting her of impending collisions.
Transit vehicles are also incorporating some semi-autonomous features such as the use of
sensors to dock vehicles to stations or connect them to different power sources,
The introduction of autonomous vehicles will completely transform the transit industry, if only
because of the impact on the cost of service. Driver wages account for the vast majority of
operating costs for transit routes. This is true for fixed-route bus services as well as rail and
paratransit service. As transit vehicles incorporate semi-autonomous features and transition to
more autonomous functions, transit operations will change dramatically. Even in the short-term,
semi-autonomous features will reduce accidents and make it safer for drivers, passengers and
pedestrians. This may make it easier for different modes to be integrated on the same roadway,
or it could suggest the need more clearly segregated facilities. New features and systems will
likely also change the role of the driver in the overall system, as vehicles become more
autonomous and require less skill and experience to operate. This could make it easier to recruit
drivers, change and potentially reduce the need for driver training and certification, and
potentially put downward pressure on wages.
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Emerging vehicle and fuel technologies will also make transit vehicles quieter, cleaner, and less
expensive to operate and maintain. Although many transit operators – including COTA – employ
a variety of propulsion systems, most rely on internal combustion engines (ICEs). As new
technologies move away from ICE’s to battery electric or hydrogen cell power trains, vehicles
will not only be quiet and cleaner, they will have fewer internal parts and fluids and require less
regular maintenance as engines and systems are controlled and managed electronically. Fuel
sources for battery electric and/or hydrogen fuel cell vehicles will be less expensive and more
stable, allowing transit agencies to better predict operating costs.
Cleaner, quieter buses may also change public perception about buses and potentially influence
current preference for rail services. Cleaner, quieter autonomous – and even advanced semiautonomous - vehicles will transform fixed-route bus systems, especially services like well
designed bus rapid transit that operate on direct, out and back alignments with high frequencies.
Communication, Information and Fare Collection Systems
Technology is also changing the way transit agencies communicate, interact and provide
information to their riders. These systems have changed more dramatically in the past decade
or so, but in many cases transit operators have been slower to adopt them. In many cases, the
emerging transportation services, like Uber, Lyft and Bridj and developing these technologies.
The transit industry stands to gain from them both to make it easier for riders to learn about and
use their services; and by streamlining scheduling practices and creating more dynamic,
responsive services.
Communication and information systems, like real-time bus arrival systems have been in place
for several years and many transit agencies have adopted some of these technologies. These
older school technologies include text alerts to passengers about late trains or buses and realtime passenger information at train and bus stations. It is also fairly commonplace for transit
agencies give developers access to data on vehicle movements, allowing private developers to
create vehicle tracking systems. More personalized communications systems, however, like the
ones used by Uber and Lyft that text you when the vehicle arrives have not been widely adopted
by transit agencies. Other emerging technologies adapting from the most recent models will
allow riders to request rides when they want to travel. One or more transportation service,
including transit, could respond to the request, letting the passenger choose based on price and
timing. These systems will transform the efficiency of flexible and demand responsive services,
like dial-a-ride systems but also potentially paratransit service. Thus even though new
transportation operators may emerge to provide higher paying commuter oriented routes, the
technology may have widespread benefits, to increase the efficiency of services like paratransit
and dial-a-ride, which are typically challenging to provide cost effectively.
A final technology that stands to transform transit service delivery is fare payment. The new
transportation services are creating new methods to collect fares from riders, including allowing
passengers to pay for their services via smart phones. Moving away from cash fare payment
systems that must be purchased in advance and/or at agency headquarters towards systems
that are dynamic, flexible and accommodating to the infrequent riders will be increasingly
important part of attracting riders. Fare payment innovations can also help reduce boarding and
dwell times for transit systems, increasing transit service speed and reliability.
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3

MARKET ANALYSIS

Overview
Consistent with understanding the trends affecting future transit need, future transit demand will
also be shaped by the underlying market for transit services, which is created by population and
employment as well as land uses, development patterns, and the demographic characteristics
of the underlying population. For purposes of NextGen, the study area is COTA’s service area,
which includes Franklin County, and portions of Delaware, Licking, and Fairfield Counties (see
Figure 3-1). The goal of the market analysis is to understand existing market conditions and the
projected future conditions as they relate to the need for transit service. The market analysis is
also designed to understand future growth patterns as they are currently forecast and gauge
opportunities for transit investment to both support and influence these future conditions.
There are a handful of factors that drive transit demand and, as such, provide strong indications
of underlying transit demand. These include:










Development Patterns: In all cities, there is a strong correlation between development
patterns and transit ridership. In areas with dense, mixed-use development, a good
pedestrian environment, transit can be convenient, attractive, and well used. In most
cases, these external factors outweigh those directly controlled by the service provider.
Population and Employment Densities: Where larger numbers of people live and/or
work in close proximity, there are more people who may use transit and, purely based on
numbers, transit demand is higher. Higher densities also mean service levels can be
higher, which means services can be more attractive.
Socio-Economic Characteristics: There are some segments of the population who
tend to rely on transit more than others. Populations more likely to rely on transit can
generally be defined by demographic characteristics such as age, income, minority
status, and disability status.
Existing and Projected Travel Flows: Travel flows provide information on the trips that
people make along with the mode of travel, allowing for broad conclusions of where
people from certain locations need to travel inside and outside a county on various travel
modes.
Congestion and Travel Time Costs: Driving a private vehicle is almost always more
convenient than using transit. However, exceptions occur when the cost of driving –
either in terms of trip costs (tolls, gasoline and parking) are high or travel times are long
and/or unreliable due to congestion. Corridors that are consistently congested create
opportunities for transit investment not only because they are serving a lot of travelers
but also because challenging travel conditions may encourage people to seek
alternatives.
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Other significant factors include:








Walking Conditions: Nearly all transit riders are also pedestrians, and thus walking
environments strongly impact ridership. A common rule of thumb is that transit riders will
walk one-quarter of a mile to access transit. However, in comfortable pedestrian
environments, many transit riders will walk longer distances, while uncomfortable
environments may discourage people from walking even one-quarter of a mile.
Travel Times Relative to Other Options, Primarily Driving: Most people accept that
trips by transit take longer than trips by car. For some, the time differences can be offset
by other differences. However, when the differences are smaller, ridership will be higher,
and when the differences are larger, ridership will be lower.
Costs: The cost of using transit is almost always lower than the cost of driving. Similar to
travel time differences, when the costs of driving are higher (for example, due to high
gasoline prices, tolls, and/or parking costs), transit ridership will be higher and when they
are lower, transit ridership will be lower.
Service Design: Slower, less direct routes that take people closer to their destinations
are preferred by some riders, but are viewed as inconvenient by most others. As part of
understanding the demand for transit, transit service planners must understand who they
are serving and be sure that service addresses their needs.
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Figure 3-1: NextGen Study Area and Existing COTA Transit Routes

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and COTA data
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Development Patterns and Transit Demand
As discussed, transit demand is strongly related to development patterns, and in particular, the
density of development shapes transit demand. Columbus and Franklin County largely
developed around the automobile, with much development occurring on the outskirts of the
service area where land was historically less expensive. A strong freeway network meant travel
times between destinations were short, and the region located new jobs and housing in
business parks and single-use subdivisions.
The current data suggests this trend will continue, at least for some communities and at least
over the short term. Despite the historic pattern of low density development, there are some
signs that Central Ohio is starting to diversify its development, with the market responding to
preferences and demand for smaller housing, more compact development, and more urban
lifestyles. These new higher density mixed use and transit supportive communities are growing
in downtown, but also starting to appear in suburban areas such as Dublin, Westerville, and
Worthington among others. These emerging development patterns of more concentrated
development will strengthen the demand and need for transit over time.
The “6Ds”

Figure 3-2: Overview of Factors Influencing Transit Demand – the “6Ds”
6D Factor

Principle

Destinations

Align major destinations along
reasonably direct corridors served by
frequent transit.

Distance

Provide an interconnected system of
pedestrian routes so that people can
conveniently access transit.

Density

Concentrate higher densities close to
frequent transit stops and stations and
multimodal nodes.

Diversity

Provide a rich mix of pedestrianfriendly uses to support street-level
activity throughout the day and night.

Design

Design high-quality pedestrian friendly
spaces that connect people
seamlessly to transit.

Demand
management

Provide attractive alternatives to
driving by managing parking, providing
incentives not to drive, and/or
providing programs to help educate
people about driving alternatives.

As Central Ohio considers the future of transit in the region, transit service and capital
investments must be made in support of and in response to current and future land use
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patterns. Population and employment density, land use diversity, design, regional destinations,
and distance to quality transit are key factors that influence transit demand. Demand
management (pricing, incentives, and other information-based programs) is also considered an
important factor. Referred to as the “6Ds,” these are major factors that will influence the demand
for and success of transit in Central Ohio (see Figure 3-2).
Both street connectivity and block length strongly influence people’s likelihood of walking or
biking to transit. Interconnected streets in a grid pattern tend to shorten distances between
transit stops and destinations. Neighborhoods where all roads are designed to connect to
arterials or collector streets allow transit customers to reach bus stops without walking out of
their way and provide more efficient routing options that can support high frequency service
(see Figure 3-3). In addition to being important indicators of effective distance to transit, block
length and street network connectivity are often used in transportation research to represent
design quality. This is because short blocks and well-connected streets contribute to a higherquality pedestrian experience and pedestrian realm, and they often occur in places where other
elements of good design, such as adequate sidewalks, are also in place.

Figure 3-3: Street Network Design and Walk Distance to Transit
Crow Fly Distance: 0.10 miles
Street Network Distance: 0.60 miles

Crow Fly Distance: 0.10 miles
Street Network Distance: 0.16 miles

A disconnected street network (shown at left) with long blocks and indirect streets results in long
walking distances and less efficient transit operations. A well-connected street network (shown at
right) enables shorter, more direct walking connections and is easier to serve cost effectively with
transit.
Source: TransLink Transit Oriented Communities (2011)

The grid-like street pattern in the German Village neighborhood, for example, supports easy and
comfortable access to transit. These types of grid street designs are also available in some of
the older and more historic communities outside of downtown such as Bexley. However, outside
of these close-in suburban communities, access to transit becomes more difficult. Easton Town
Center, for example, offers a combination of strong and weak markets for transit. The Town
Center is a major destination north and east of downtown that is one of the region’s largest
shopping facilities. It also has a large number of jobs. In the core of the development, the land
use patterns are transit supportive, with shopping clustered around narrow streets and on-street
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parking, some of which has parking charges (see Figure 3-4). At the same time, outside of the
core of the shopping center, retail is built around long, irregular blocks that make getting to and
moving between shops by transit, foot, and bike difficult, if not impossible. Easton Town Center
is also sandwiched between two major roadways (Stelzer Road and Sunbury Road) making
east/west travel more difficult. These streets are not attractive to walk on (minimal street
frontage on Morse Road) (see Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-4: Development Types in Easton Shopping Center

Figure 3-5: Morse Road near Easton Shopping Center

Source: Google Maps
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Density
Population and employment densities determine
how many people will be able to access transit;
they also influence the amount of service that
can be supported (see Figure 3-6), and, in turn,
the types of riders who will use transit. Infrequent
service is harder to use and less convenient, and
thus largely serves residents and workers who,
for one reason or another, cannot drive.
Conversely, frequent service is more convenient,
and can attract those who have other
alternatives but choose to use transit.

Figure 3-6: Transit Supportiveness by Density

Frequent service is clearly desirable, but
because of the operating costs involved, and to
avoid running empty buses, transit service levels
must be matched to demand. Areas in Central
Ohio that have higher population and
employment densities – or areas that are
developing higher density environments – can
support high frequency transit (discussed in the
following section).
Diversity
Traditional zoning separates land uses, sets maximum densities and minimum lot sizes, and
usually contains explicit regulations such as bulk and height limits and minimum parking
requirements. This approach generally encourages automobile use and discourages transit use.
Mixed-use development, which reverses this approach, is now becoming more popular as it
creates a more interesting environment. It also encourages transit, walking, and bicycling, and
focuses much less on automobiles and parking.
The best examples of mixed-use development in the Columbus area are Short North area (see
Figure 3-7) and German Village, both of which have become among the most active areas in
Franklin County. The Short North area hosts housing, restaurants, nightlife, offices, and
galleries. Just south of downtown, German Village is home to housing as well as a variety of
shopping and dining destinations. These types of developments create all day activity in
walkable environments that can be well served by transit.
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Figure 3-7: Downtown Columbus’ Short North Neighborhood

Source: Nelson\Nygaard

By comparison, much of the Central Ohio region supports auto-centric land use patterns. Roads
like Morse Road near Easton Town Center include multiple lanes of traffic in both directions, as
shown in Figure 3-8. Development patterns are dispersed and destinations are more easily
accessed by automobile.
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Figure 3-8: Morse Road between Morse Crossing and Easton Loop

Source: Google Maps

Design
People will not use transit if it is difficult or dangerous to use. Thus, safe and accessible streets
are essential to ensure that people will be able to access transit easily and feel safe doing so.
Transit stops and stations must also be attractive and clean and include amenities like benches,
trash cans, and schedule information. As the region plans for future investments in transit,
coordination with local jurisdictions to prioritize safe bicycle and pedestrian access to transit will
be required. A framework to invest in transit station amenities at high demand stops will also be
important to build demand for transit.
Demand Management
Demand management measures can be utilized to encourage transit use and discourage
automobile use. Strategies can include education and outreach, transit pass programs in
cooperation with major employers or institutions, commuter programs that offer a guaranteed
ride home in the event of an emergency, parking management strategies, or limited vehicle
access in certain areas. COTA already provides pass programs to encourage more Columbus
City School students and university students to ride transit. However, a comprehensive
transportation demand management program that works with employers and residents to
provide information and incentives related to taking transit is needed to increase transit
ridership.
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Current and Future Transit Demand: Population and Employment
Overview
Population and employment levels and densities also provide an indication of the types of riders
that transit will serve. In general terms, there are two types of transit riders:




Riders with Many Choices, who have sufficient resources and the ability to operate
private vehicles but choose to use transit for some or all trips. These riders may choose
transit to avoid congestion, the high cost of long commutes, and/or high parking costs,
among other reasons.
Riders with Limited Choices, who are also often referred to as “transit dependent riders,”
use transit services because they do not have (or do not always have) an automobile
available for their trip or are unable to operate a private vehicle. Because they have
fewer choices for travel, they rely more on transit than riders with many choices. Riders
with fewer choices are also more likely to use transit to get to appointments, shop, and
visit friends/family.

Transit dependent riders are also often located in densely populated areas, and the combination
of discretionary and transit-dependent riders produces demand for even more frequent service
that increases the attractiveness of transit for discretionary riders. However, in less densely
developed areas, because there are fewer people, the overall demand is lower, and
consequently service levels are lower. As a result, transit dependent riders often comprise the
majority of riders in less developed areas.
Populations with a High Propensity for Transit Use
In addition to population density, socioeconomic characteristics influence an individual’s need
for and willingness to use transit service. National research shows that many population groups
often have a higher propensity for transit use than the overall population. These can include:








Older Adults, who as they age often become less comfortable or less able to operate a
vehicle. Transit offers older adults the ability to remain active and independent, and the
freedom to “age in place” by staying in their homes as they transition away from their
vehicles.
Individuals with Disabilities, many of whom cannot drive or have difficulty driving. Public
transportation, including regular fixed-route bus service as well as specialized paratransit
services, is an essential resource to ensure people with disabilities are able to remain
active, independent, and part of the community.
Low-Income Individuals, who tend to use transit to a greater extent than those with
higher incomes because transit provides significant cost savings over automobile
ownership and use.
Zero-Vehicle Households, which have limited transportation options other than transit. In
large cities, many residents do not have an automobile by choice because transit is
available, car ownership is a hassle, and there are plentiful options such as taxis,
carsharing, and car rentals for the times when a car is desired or needed. However, in
areas that are oriented toward automobile travel and where transit options are much
more limited, individuals without automobiles largely consist of those with lower incomes
or those who do not drive.
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When significant numbers of these individuals cluster together, they can influence the
underlying demand for transit to an extent that is not captured when only considering total
population. In a given location, groups of people from transit-supportive demographic groups
may be too small individually to indicate significant demand for transit service, but their
clustering may result in potentially high levels of transit use. Similarly, in a location where
transit-supportive demographic groups have low representation, the level of potential transit
demand may actually be lower than total population alone would indicate.
The focus of the NextGen study is on future needs. While it is possible to reasonably estimate
future population and employment, it is more difficult – if not impossible – to estimate the
demographic characteristics of the future. As a result, the study team mapped the current
distribution of populations with demographic characteristics traditionally associated with high
transit use (older adults, individuals with disabilities, low income individuals and zero-vehicle
households). The team used these maps as a reference and they are included with this needs
assessment as Appendix E.1.

Population Distribution and Density
2015 Population
The study area’s population in 2015 was slightly more than 1.2 million. Although the population
is dispersed around the study area, population is concentrated around two main broad corridors.
The first is a north-south corridor extending from downtown Columbus north along I-71 through
central Franklin County to the border with Delaware County. The population is strong on both
sides of I-71 and is highest closer to downtown. A second concentration of population tracks
along an east-west corridor roughly from Lincoln Village in the west through to Reynoldsburg on
the east. The corridor of population is broadly defined by US 40 and US 16 on the north with
population extending south for a mile or so (see Figure 3-9).
Outside of these major corridors, key characteristics of Franklin County’s population distribution
and their access to existing COTA transit services include:






The City of Columbus has the highest population in the service area, particularly north of
downtown by Ohio State University’s campus; in the Franklinton and Highland West
neighborhoods, west of downtown; and in German Village. High population and
proximity to downtown means the OSU campus, German Village, and the Franklinton
and Highland West neighborhoods are currently well served by several COTA routes.
Lincoln Village, located in western Franklin County, and Forest Park East, located in the
northern portion of the county near Minerva Park, also have relatively high population.
While Forest Park East is served by COTA routes, service in Lincoln Village, particularly
in the south near Galloway, is more limited.
Outlying communities such as Groveport and Lake Darby have significantly fewer
residents. In general, these communities have very limited fixed-route service.

Overall, COTA serves approximately half of Franklin County residents, as the 2015 data from
MORPC indicates that 51% of Franklin County residents live within ¼-mile of a COTA bus stop.
Roughly half of the population, therefore, is outside of a ¼ -mile from COTA bus service.
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Figure 3-9: NextGen Study Area: Population Distribution (2015)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Note that dots are placed randomly within geographic units (MORPC grid) in the dot density
maps in Figures 3-9, 3-11 to 3-13, 3-17, 3-18 and 3-20 to 3-22; therefore the placement of dots
should be interpreted as a general indication of the clustering of residents in each group.

Population Density
As discussed, population and employment densities are two of the strongest indicators of both
where the demand for transit will be highest and where transit will work best. As such, with
respect to population, population densities provide an indication of the underlying populationbased demand for transit in terms of the type and frequency of service that would be most
appropriate.
The reach of transit is generally limited to within ¼ to ½ mile of the transit line (depending on the
built environment), or a 10-minute walk, and thus the size of the travel market is directly related
to the density of population in that area. Best practices suggest that a minimum of 8 to 12
residents per acre is necessary to generate sufficient demand for hourly service, which is the
lowest level of service that is generally considered to be acceptable. As densities increase, the
demand for transit service grows, particularly with respect to service frequency. Population
densities higher than 31 residents per acre generate demand for frequent services (every 15
minutes or less) and premium services. Nelson\Nygaard’s sources for this analysis include a
variety of academic studies and the firm’s own national transit planning experience.
Population density tracks closely with the distribution of the general population, with the northsouth corridor from downtown to Westerville and the east-west corridor between Lincoln Village
and Reynoldsburg showing the strongest and most consistent swaths of relatively high density
(see Figure 3-10). In addition, the analysis found:






The area surrounding OSU has a high number of grids with a density greater than 47
persons per acre, which, based on national experience, is enough to support frequent
transit service.
German Village, the area south of West Broad Street extending west of downtown, and
Minerva Park contain moderately dense areas that are relatively transit supportive, with
pockets that can support frequent transit service.
Minerva Park, south of Polaris, and north of Upper Arlington also contain clusters of
relatively high population density. These areas are all currently served by COTA fixedroute service.

Most other residential areas by themselves have underlying demand for less frequent service.
These are largely neighborhoods located along major highways such as I-71, I-70, I-40, and
Cleveland Avenue. It should be noted, however, that while individual neighborhoods may only
have underlying demand for less frequent service, much of that demand is for service to and
from downtown Columbus. As a result, that demand “accumulates” along a route, and does
ultimately support the more frequent services that are provided in most major corridors.
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Figure 3-10: NextGen Study Area: Population Density (2015)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Future Population – Forecast Growth and Density
Franklin County is projected to continue to grow from 1.17 million residents in 2015 to1.43
million residents in 2050. This growth will represent a population increase of 22%.14
Understanding the forecast distribution of the population and population density is critical to
understanding future demand and need.
2025, 2040 and 2050 Population Growth
Population forecasts prepared by MORPC suggest that as Franklin County and the communities
just outside of Franklin County’s borders add people, the population growth will continue to
expand outward from the Columbus core.
Between 2015 and 2025, growth is projected to occur in pockets throughout the study area.
During that time period much of Delaware County is projected to see a relatively high population
growth (see Figure 3-11) of 25 residents or greater per grid (each grid has an area of 40 acres).
Other areas with high projected population growth between 2015 and 2025 include northeast
Columbus, west of downtown between West Broad Street and Sullivant Avenue, Hilliard, Canal
Winchester, and much of Fairfield County. A fair amount of the study area is projected to
experience no population growth or a slight decrease in population. Just as with population
growth, grids with no growth and population decrease are scattered throughout the study area,
with many concentrated near the western and southern borders of Franklin County.
According to MORPC projections, growth between 2025 and 2040 will be concentrated in
downtown Columbus, along major corridors, and in a couple of cities located in the study area
(see Figure 3-12). Downtown Columbus and Franklinton are projected to experience the highest
concentration of high population growth grids, with many grids in the area projected to grow by
over 100 residents. Hilliard, Blacklick Estates, Canal Winchester, and New Albany are all
projected to experience significant population growth in this time period. Similarly, the corridor
between Sullivant Street and Mound Street extending from downtown toward Urbancrest and
along Cleveland Avenue are also going to experience moderate growth during the same time
period. Upper Arlington, Bexley, Whitehall, and portions of Worthington are projected to
experience no population gain or a slight a decrease in population between 2025 and 2040.
Between 2040 and 2050, large concentrations of population growth will be focused in and near
downtown. High growth will occur west of downtown between West Broad Street and Sullivant
Street, in Grandview Heights, downtown and around OSU. Population growth will also be high in
Lake Darby, southeast of Dublin, in Blacklick Estates and near Obetz (see Figure 3-13).
Moderate population growth is also projected to be scattered throughout the study area,
including in Fairfield County, Lincoln Village, and New Albany. Locations with no population
growth or population decreases are also located throughout the study area, with concentrations
existing south of downtown Columbus and around the western and southern borders of Franklin
County
2025, 2040, and 2050 Population Density
Expected population growth will also increase population density, especially in areas already
developed (see Figure 3-14 to Figure 3-16), but also in other areas with less demand for transit
today. The areas with the highest forecasted population density track closely with the
distribution of population in 2025, 2040, and 2050. Projections show that the strongest corridors
14

2050 MORPC population projections
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and areas, by far, are in downtown Columbus, including the High Street corridor through to OSU
and the neighborhood south and east of downtown between Main Street and Refugee Road.
In addition, the areas surrounding the core of the region are expected to become denser and
smaller areas with lower density will start to become denser through 2025, 2040, and 2050. This
helps fill out and strengthen the east-west corridor between Lincoln Village and Reynoldsburg
(particularly between Lincoln Village and downtown), with density strengthening in Valleyview,
Bexley, and Whitehall. Franklin County’s key north-south corridor will also become denser
through 2050 and the population density will be more consistent. The area north and west of
downtown will also add density, especially in Upper Arlington, Hilliard, and Dublin, creating
opportunities for new transit corridors. Over time, there will be increased opportunities to create
higher frequency transit corridors, connecting these communities with downtown and with each
other.
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Figure 3-11: Next Gen Study Area Forecast Population Change 2015-2025

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-12: Next Gen Study Area Forecast Population Change 2025-2040

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-13: Next Gen Study Area Forecast Population Change 2040-2050

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-14: Next Gen Study Area: Forecast Population Density (2025)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-15: NextGen Study Area: Population Density and Transit Demand (2040)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-16: Next Gen Study Area: Forecast Population Density (2050)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Employment Distribution and Employment Density
Existing (2015) Population Distribution
Understanding the size and distribution of employment is also a critical part of understanding
travel demand and markets. Nationally, work trips account for the largest segment of transit
trips. For most people, travel to and from work is highly repetitive, making these trips well-suited
for fixed-route transit service. In addition, transit is an essential service that helps connect
people to jobs.
Unlike population, employment in the NextGen study area does not cluster around corridors, but
instead is organized around neighborhoods and communities. The largest concentrations of
jobs are located in downtown Columbus (see Figure 3-17). There are also very high
concentrations of jobs in Polaris, Gahanna, and Dublin. With the exception of portions of Dublin,
all of these areas are well served or fairly well served by existing transit service.
There are smaller but still large concentrations of jobs in Grandview Heights, north of
Worthington, northwest and southwest of Westerville, and along High Street extending north
from downtown. Grandview Heights, Worthington, and High Street are all served by COTA’s
existing service, but the area northwest of Westerville does not currently have the same level of
convenient transit service.
In addition to these areas Lincoln Village and Whitehall have moderate job clusters. There are
also a large number of jobs that cluster near to and around some of the region’s major corridors,
including north along I-270 and west of downtown Columbus; and east and west along I-40.
Currently, roughly two-thirds of all employment in Franklin County is within a reasonable walk
distance (¼-mile) of a COTA bus stop. While this is a strong finding, it also means one-third of
all employment opportunities are not accessible by transit. Furthermore, the presence of transit
does not speak to the quality of the service, including how frequent the bus runs and how easily
someone can travel from their residence to employment centers.
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Figure 3-17: NextGen Study Area: Employment Distribution (2015)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Lower-Income Employment Distribution
In an attempt to understand the accessibility of individual employment markets, the NextGen
team mapped jobs with lower pay ranges, or jobs with an annual income less than $15,000 and
between $15,000 and $40,000 (see Figure 3-18). Jobs at the lower end of the pay range are
particularly important to transit markets because people working at lower paying jobs will spend
a higher proportion of their income on transportation, and thus stand to benefit from strong
transit connections.
Overall, low-income jobs track well with the distribution of all jobs. Downtown Columbus and
Polaris, in Delaware County, have the most significant clusters of low-income jobs. Just as with
employment distribution, significant clusters of low-income jobs are located in Dublin,
Worthington, Westerville, and Gahanna. Again, these areas are generally well-served by
COTA’s existing routes, though at moderate frequencies. Some moderate clusters of lowincome jobs are not well-served by fixed-route transit service. These include Groveport,
Urbancrest, and along Columbus Pike northwest of Polaris.
Approximately 73% of jobs with an annual salary of under $15,000 are within a reasonable walk
distance (¼-mile) of a COTA bus stop. Approximately 68% of jobs with an annual salary of
between $15,000 and $40,000 are within a reasonable walk distance of COTA service.
Employment Density
The location and number of jobs is a second strong indicator of transit demand, as traveling to
and from work accounts for the largest single segment of transit trips in most markets. Transit
that serves areas of high employment density provides key connections to job opportunities.
The minimum level of employment density that is typically needed to support hourly transit
service is four jobs per acre. Higher densities can support greater frequency, for example,
employment densities higher than around 16 jobs per acre can produce demand for frequent
services (every 15 minutes or less) and premium services.
Employment densities suggest several findings relative to transit service:




Downtown Columbus is home to the overwhelming majority of grids with a high density
of jobs (see Figure 3-19). A large portion of grids within downtown Columbus can
support significant transit service, even service at five-minute frequencies. This is
consistent with COTA’s service structure, which has the greatest concentration of transit
service in and adjacent to downtown Columbus.
Looking at employment density shows that large clusters of employment are located in
and around:
 Dublin
 Worthington
 Westerville
 West of Gahanna
 Polaris

The majority of these employment clusters are served by COTA’s existing service, although at
moderate frequencies.
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Figure 3-18: NextGen Study Area: Lower-Income Job Distribution (2010)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2010 LEHD, US Census TIGER, and COTA data
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Figure 3-19: NextGen Study Area: Employment Density (2015)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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2025, 2040, and 2050 Employment Distribution Change
Employment is expected to increase considerably between 2015 and 2050. According to
MORPC projections, most areas with moderate growth between 2015 and 2025 (indicated by
light blue) are concentrated along corridors traveling to downtown Columbus, including Broad
Street, High Street, and Cleveland Avenue (see Figure 3-20). Concentrations of high
employment growth are located in downtown, Grandview Heights, Polaris, southeast of Dublin,
and New Albany. There are also many locations within the study area which are projected to
lose jobs or have no employment growth during this time period. Large clusters of grids with no
employment growth or slight employment decreases are located throughout the study area, with
the largest concentrations located on the western border of Franklin and Madison Counties.
Employment growth between 2025 and 2040 will be highest in and around downtown (see
Figure 3-21). Downtown Columbus is projected to have a large concentration of high
employment growth, with many grids in the area projected to grow by over 100 jobs. Grandview
Heights, Polaris, and Dublin are also projected to experience significant job growth during this
time period. Similar to 2015 to 2025, large clusters of grids with no employment growth or slight
employment decreases are located throughout the study area.
Employment growth from 2040 to 2050 closely resembles growth patterns between 2015 and
2025 (see Figure 3-22). Employment growth during that period will be concentrated in
downtown and north of Grandview Heights, though there are few areas with significant projected
employment growth. Moderate employment growth is projected north of downtown along High
Street, in Gahanna, south of downtown, and around Urbancrest and Groveport. Locations with
no population change or a population decrease are also located throughout the study area, with
concentrations existing in southwest Franklin County and south of New Albany.
2025, 2040, and 2050 Employment Density
As with population, employment growth will increase transit demand in areas where there is
already significant underlying demand, and create new demand in additional areas (see Figure
3-23 to Figure 3-25). Consistent with the distribution of employment generally, employment
densities are expected to develop in pockets and clusters rather than develop along corridors.
This is a significant difference between the development and distribution of population, which
showed more patterns of clustering around corridors.
The largest, more concentrated employment density increases through 2025, 2040, and 2050
will be in downtown Columbus, extending north to OSU and Grandview Heights to the southern
edge of Upper Arlington. There is also additional employment density forecast for the area just
south of downtown, in Franklinton. The other emerging employment cluster will be loosely
created along the north-south corridor connecting Lincoln Village and Dublin, through Hilliard.
Other areas where there will be much higher or new significant demand for transit include:





The northern tier of Franklin County, including Dublin, Worthington, Westerville, and
Polaris.
The area north and east of downtown, largely around the Port Columbus International
Airport, but also Gahanna.
Areas along Broad Street and Jack Nicklaus Freeway extending west and north from
downtown.
Urbancrest, Grove City, and Groveport in southern Franklin County are also forecast to
increase their employment densities.
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Figure 3-20: Next Gen Study Area Forecast Employment Change 2015-2025

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
.
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Figure 3-21: Next Gen Study Area Forecast Employment Change 2025-2040

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-22: Next Gen Study Area Forecast Employment Change 2040-2050

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-23: NextGen Study Area: Employment Density (2025)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-24: NextGen Study Area: Employment Density (2040)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-25: NextGen Study Area: Employment Density (2050)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Composite Transit Demand Index
Transit service is generally most efficient in areas with high concentrations of people and
businesses. The Composite Transit Index (Figure 3-26) combines population and employment
density to produce a composite index for each MORPC grid representing its transit potential, or
the ability to support different transit service levels. A higher Composite Transit Index score
points to a higher likelihood of generating substantial transit ridership in a particular grid. Ideally,
a fixed-route transit line would link together several MORPC grids with relatively high transit
potential, thus forming a strong transit corridor.
As previously discussed, it is important to keep in mind that actual ridership and demand for
transit is affected by a broader set of circumstances, including land use, urban form, service
quality, and the relative convenience of other choices. As such, while an area’s potential to use
transit might be high, ridership will be high only if available service offers comparative
convenience to other options. Nonetheless, the Composite Transit Index provides a strong
indication of the relative demand for transit throughout the market area and identifies areas
where demand is highest and transit can be provided most effectively. Findings include:







Downtown Columbus and the OSU neighborhood are by far the most transit-supportive
areas in the study area. Most of the grids in these neighborhoods have sufficient
population and employment density to support a very high level of transit service.
Grandview Heights has a relatively high need and potential for transit, with a number of
pockets that can support high frequency transit service.
Many of the cities and neighborhoods identified in the employment analysis also
demonstrate need and potential when population is incorporated, including Dublin,
Westerville, and Gahanna. Although transit need is relatively high within these areas,
they are somewhat challenged by the fact that they are geographically isolated. Services
that link these towns to downtown Columbus and adjacent neighborhoods must travel
through corridors with significantly less demand.
New Albany and Grove City have small town centers with potential demand, but these
are moderate and fairly isolated pockets of demand.

2025, 2040, and 2050 Composite Transit Demand
When considering both population and employment-based future demand, it becomes clear
there will be significant underlying transit demand throughout much of Franklin County (see
Figure 3-27 to Figure 3-29). The majority of high demand will remain or emerge in areas that are
currently served by existing COTA services:




Downtown Columbus and the University District are projected to have combined
population and employment levels that would support very frequent service in 2025,
2040, and 2050.
There will be high underlying demand for transit in many of the same areas that had a
particularly high employment density. Portions of Dublin, Worthington, Polaris,
Westerville, and Gahanna are all projected to be able to support very frequent service in
2025, 2040, and 2050.
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While most of the areas projected to have high demand for transit are served by COTA’s
existing routes, the projected increase in both population and employment will likely require
more frequent service and longer service spans on many of COTA’s routes.
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Figure 3-26: Combined Population and Employment Densities

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-27: Combined Population and Employment Densities (2025)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-28: Combined Population and Employment Densities (2040)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Figure 3-29: Combined Population and Employment Densities (2050)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER, MORPC and COTA data
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Travel Flows
In general, transit users are interested in accessing the same regional destinations as all other
travelers. As part of our understanding of the overall need for transit service, therefore, the
study team analyzed major auto travel patterns in the MORPC region. We used this information
to be sure transit is matched with the overall travel patterns and is designed to take people
where they want to go.
The study team used MORPC-assigned neighborhoods and towns to conduct the travel flow
analysis. In viewing the travel flow maps, it is important to consider a few facts:






Trips are not segregated by time of travel (i.e., peak versus off-peak) or by trip type
(home-based work travel, home-based other, etc.). They represent all travel for the
entire day.
This point-to-point analysis does not illustrate how trips are assigned to available streets
or transit routes. In viewing the data, it is helpful to think about how various point-to-point
travel markets aggregate in actual travel corridors.
The number of trips and trip patterns is dependent on the size of the analysis zone,
neighborhood, or town. Larger zones generally will generate and attract more trips than
smaller zones. Areas that do not show desire lines between them do have trips
associated with them; they are below the threshold of 1,500 daily trips.

2015 Travel Flows
At the town-level, travel flows appear to be highest between areas and towns in the northern
portion of the study area. Strong travel flows exist between Dublin and Northwest Franklin
County and between Waterville and the Northland area (see Figure 3-30). There are also a high
number of trips occurring between Polaris and surrounding town and between OSU and
surrounding neighborhoods.
2025, 2040, and 2050 Travel Flows
Figure 3-31 to Figure 3-33 show projected travel patterns for 2025, 2040, and 2050. By 2025, a
large increase is projected in the number of trips originating and terminating in the northern
portion of the MORPC study area, and particularly in Dublin and Westerville. Similarly, there will
be an increase in the number of trips taking place between towns in the southeastern portion of
the MORPC area (see Figure 3-31). Trip patterns by 2040 will remain strongest in the northern
portion of the MORPC area, again with many trips occurring to and from Dublin and Westerville
(see Figure 3-32). Trip patterns in 2050 are projected to be similar to those in 2040, with a
significant number of trips projected to start and end in the northern portion of the MORPC area,
particularly Dublin, Westerville, Far North Franklin County, Polaris, and the Northland area. By
2050, there will also be a significant increase in the trips to and from major activity centers in
Columbus including the central business district and OSU (see Figure 3-33).
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Figure 3-30: Auto Person Travel Flows (2015)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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Figure 3-31: Auto Person Travel Flows (2025)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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Figure 3-32: Auto Person Travel Flows (2040)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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Figure 3-33: Auto Person Travel Flows (2050)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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Congestion
2015 Congestion
Figure 3-34 shows current congestion levels on major corridors. Severe congestion is common
on short segments in the downtown area, north of downtown, and southeast of downtown.
Congestion is more severe along US 33 southeast of I-270, East Broad Street, and Morse
Road. I-270 north of Broad Street shows moderate congestion in both east and west portions of
the region. However, the data shows that, overall, most travel patterns can be accommodated
while avoiding areas of high congestion.
2025, 2040, and 2050 Congestion
In 2025, 2040, and 2050, congestion levels are projected to increase (see Figure 3-35, Figure
3-36, and Figure 3-37 ) and severe congestion in Central Ohio will be more prevalent.
Forecast data suggests that the area in and around downtown Columbus may become quite
congested in the future as well several of the primary corridors used to travel to and from
downtown. In particular travel from the southeast on US 33, east and west on I-70, and north on
SR 315, US 23 and I-71 will experience severe congestion on long segments, particularly by
2050.
By 2050, almost all of I-270 will experience moderate congestion, and in some segments, such
as between Dublin and Hilliard, there will be severe congestion. With longer commute times,
transit options that offer travel time savings will become more attractive and can be an effective
investment for relieving congestion as the region grows.
The growing congestion levels also indicate a need to ensure reliable service in the future. For
instance, high occupancy vehicle lanes or shoulder running on interstates may need to be
increased as congestion increases. Likewise, on arterials, the need for priority measures such
as bus lanes or TSP may be necessary to reduce the impacts of growing congestion.
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Figure 3-34: NextGen Study Area: Congestion Levels (2015)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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Figure 3-35: NextGen Study Area: Forecast Congestion (2025)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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Figure 3-36: NextGen Study Area: Forecast Congestion (2040)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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Figure 3-37: NextGen Study Area: Forecast Congestion (2050)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from US Census TIGER and MORPC
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4

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Overview
The NextGen plan is a regional plan that
identifies transit investment needs for the COTA
service area, which as discussed in previous
chapters includes all of Franklin County and
portions of communities north and east of
Franklin County. For the purposes of this initial
transit needs assessment, the NextGen team
divided COTA’s service area into a series of
five subareas – Northwest, Northeast,
Southwest, Southeast and Downtown
Columbus (see Figure 4-1). The subareas
were defined based on transportation
infrastructure, largely the interstate system,
which creates roughly equal sections (with the
exception of downtown Columbus).

Figure 4-1: Subareas Identified for the Needs
Assessment

For each subarea, the study team prepared a
summary of the findings discussed in the
previous sections, including growth trends, land
use developments, and local planning efforts to
identify transit investment opportunities. The
study team reviewed several plans in the study
area. A list of the plans reviewed and
summaries of each plan are included in
Appendix E.2.
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Downtown Columbus
Overview
The NextGen study team defined the downtown subarea by the borders of 5th Avenue and
Greenlawn Avenue/Thurman Avenue to the north and south and I-70 and I-670/Parsons Avenue
to the east and west. The downtown subarea includes neighborhoods such as the Arena
District, Short North, Victorian Village, German Village, and the Brewery District. Geographically
the downtown subarea is much smaller than each of the others, which is reflected in the share
of the service area’s population and employment, each of which were 2% in 2010. Percentages
of poverty, persons with disabilities, and seniors were similar to the region as a whole while the
concentration of zero vehicle households, 10.5%, was more than three times higher than the
regional average of 3.2%. This reflects the urban nature of the subarea, which is compact and
walkable. In addition to many of COTA’s bus routes serving downtown the CBUS provides
frequent and free circulation along High Street and Front Street. This, along with other
transportation options such as CoGo and Car2Go make it more feasible to live without a car.

Table 4-1: Population and Employment in Downtown Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates

Table 4-2: Socioeconomic Statistics for Downtown Subarea
*

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates
*Defined as all family members if the family income is less than 1.5 times the poverty threshold set by the federal government.

Planned Community Developments
By 2040 the population downtown is projected to increase by 89%, or 20,000 residents, while
employment will increase more slowly, by 15%. Plans to create housing in downtown, such as
redeveloping the Scioto Peninsula with 1,000 residential units, aim to increase density in
downtown while focusing on place-making. A creative campus is envisioned between Columbus
State Community College, Columbus College of Art and Design, and the Museum of Art. High
Street, a major commercial thoroughfare, also serves as COTA’s transit mall.
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Overall downtown is envisioned as a thriving center of commerce as well as a vibrant
neighborhood. The area has grown and changed rapidly over the past decade and is well
positioned to continue that growth. There are plans for additional residential development and
active efforts to attract and retain the downtown employment base. Developers and community
planners have also identified the lack of strong retail and commercial development in the
downtown area as a short-coming; this is also a priority for future projects. Other studies call for
development of a Downtown Transit Center. This recommendation is in response to a
perception that the high volumes of bus traffic downtown, especially along High Street, are
detrimental to the retail storefront and pedestrian environment.
Community plans identified transit as a competitive advantage strengthening downtown that, if
further developed, will increase the attractiveness of downtown and Columbus as a whole.
CMAX, COTA’s planned bus rapid transit on High Street and Cleveland Avenue and CBUS, the
downtown circulator, exemplify enhanced transit services that may attract new riders and help
achieve goals of reduced automobile dependence. Building on the momentum of revitalization in
downtown, transit investments will be critical in both meeting demands and shaping the
character of downtown as it grows.

Table 4-3: Population and Employment Change Downtown Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2040 data from MORPC Regional Model

Potential Transit Investments
The following potential transit investments were assembled from relevant plans and studies:





The COTA Transit System Review (2014) has identified a series of frequent transit
network corridors (where service is available every 15 minutes or better all day, every
day) for downtown Columbus. Many of these corridors are not stand-alone transit
services but are created by other routes that travel into and through downtown. The
corridors include
 High Street
 Broad Street
 Main Street
 Livingston Street
 Spring Street and Long Street
Jobs, Employment, and Transportation Task Force (ongoing)
 Rail from downtown to Port Columbus
Downtown Columbus Strategic Plan, 2010
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Develop Downtown Transit Center to replace High Street Transit Mall
Streetcar to link downtown with OSU and other nearby neighborhoods
Enhanced transit connection between downtown and Port Columbus
Rail station at the Convention Center to support Cincinnati-Columbus-Cleveland
regional rail
 COTA Vision 2020, 1999
 Downtown Multimodal Transportation Terminal
 At grade fixed guideway operating between Brewery District and Short North via
High Street or Front Street
 Elevated guideway loop connecting 3rd Street to the National Wide Arena District,
Convention Center, COSI, Franklin County Courthouse, City Center Mall, and other
employers
More than any other subarea, planning efforts relating to downtown Columbus have focused on
transit investments that extend beyond traditional bus service. The CBUS, which currently
operates every 10 minutes roughly along the proposed at grade fixed guideway from the COTA
Vision 2020 plan, may be a good candidate for conversion to a higher capacity mode as
demand grows. The Cleveland Avenue BRT, once completed, will also provide high capacity
transit service on High Street between Nationwide and Fulton. These services may facilitate
circulation within downtown while a transit center could serve to relieve some of the bus
presence on High Street. The transit center may be developed with fast and direct local
connections to OSU and the airport. It may also offer premium travel alternatives to destinations
in the broader region, such as intercity bus and rail connections to Cincinnati and Cleveland,
and potentially Chicago.
The downtown analysis zone also includes most of the Short North, which in essence has
become an extension of downtown in terms of the density, growing commercial district, and
transit-supportive land use. The I-670 freeway cap provides nearly seamless connectivity for
pedestrians via High Street to and from the central business district. Buildings frontages face
the street making it easy for pedestrians, some of whom start their trip as transit riders, to
access destinations. Premium transit service is already offered in the Short North via the CBUS,
and many other frequent transit connections provide access to the neighborhood. COTA’s
existing ridership proves that this corridor has very high demand for transit, which can be
expected to grow given the recognition of this area as an attractive commercial and residential
center.
Overall, as shown in Figure 4-2, COTA’s proposed High Frequency Network will serve much of
downtown Columbus in the short-term. The data suggests that the anticipated high density of
demand along High Street and the neighboring corridors may warrant additional investment,
potentially including fixed guideway service. These areas have strong propensity to transit
investment with very high densities. While there is transit investment planned for the area, most
of the existing and planned services do not address the need for circulator service and/or
possibly additional north-south corridor service in downtown east of High Street.
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Figure 4-2: NextGen Study Area: Planned Transit Investments Downtown Columbus

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2015 MORPC, US Census TIGER, and COTA data and various planning document
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Northeast
Overview
The northeast subarea consists of the area north of US 40 and east of I-71, and includes
portions of the City of Columbus as well as the cities of Westerville, Huber Ridge, New Albany
and Gahanna. It also includes the Port Columbus International Airport, the Easton Town Center
and the New Albany Business Park.
In 2010, the northeast subarea contained just under one-third of the total study area’s
population, and had the second highest share of employment, trailing the Northwest subarea by
about 12%.
A portion of the population in the northeast subarea is, and likely will continue to be, transit
dependent. In 2010 more than 100,000 residents in the northeast subarea were living in
poverty, more than any other subarea by 30,000. The northeast subarea also had the highest
number of disabled persons and a higher number of zero vehicle households than the region
average.

Table 4-4: Population and Employment in Northeast Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates

Table 4-5: Socioeconomic Statistics: Northeast Subarea
*

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates
*Defined as all family members if the family income is less than 1.5 times the poverty threshold set by the federal government.

Planned Community Developments
The communities in the northeastern subarea are job rich with pockets of both higher income
jobs (New Albany, Bexley) and lower income jobs, including service oriented employment
(Easton Town Center and Airport). Generally speaking the subarea has developed according to
a suburban land use formulas with office parks, shopping malls, and lower density
neighborhoods.
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Population data suggests that the need to provide transit access to the northeast subarea will
continue into the future. The northeast subarea is projected to see an 11% increase in
population by 2040, maintaining its place as a close second to the largest subarea, the
northwest. Employment will increase by 30%.
Planning documents suggest that several of the communities are starting to think about more
transit oriented developments and are planning for more and better pedestrian and bicycle
amenities. New Albany’s 2014 strategic plan set the goal of becoming a bicycle-friendly
community and encouraging transit within and around New Albany. Gahanna’s 2010 bikeway
master plan looks to expand the city’s network of multiuse paths, and implement bike lanes and
sharrows with the goal of reducing vehicle traffic on roadways.
Future demand in the northeast subarea will also be influenced by the job centers developments
at the airport, the New Albany Business Park, and the Easton Town Center. The JET Task
Force, for example, has recommended that Port Columbus International Airport compete for
direct flight services to key markets on the West Coast and Europe. This will expand the number
of people traveling to and from the airport on a daily basis. It will also likely increase the hours of
operation at Port Columbus.
In the past decade New Albany has had a 75% increase in office/commercial/industrial land use
and now has 9,000 employees working in business parks, a number that is expected to grow.
New Albany has worked with COTA to create shuttle services to distribute employees to their
destination from the park-and-ride served by COTA express service. The shuttle service is also
a potential option for facilitating circulation within New Albany, which currently does not have
local COTA service.
CMAX, COTA’s Cleveland Avenue BRT will serve the corridor between downtown and Ohio
Health, providing a 12% travel time savings over the existing local bus service, which is COTA’s
highest ridership route. The existing ridership along the corridor is primarily transit dependent,
however the enhanced service will likely help spur development along the corridor and could
both strengthen the vitality of the corridor, both with more and higher paying jobs, which may
serve to attract more choice riders.

Table 4-6: Population and Employment Change in Northeast Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2040 data from MORPC Regional Model

Potential Transit Investments
The following potential transit investments were compiled from relevant plans and studies:


The COTA Transit System Review (2014) identified seven frequent transit network
corridors in the northeast subarea:
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Morse Road between Easton Mall and areas northwest of Columbus (Dublin and
Worthington)
 Stelzer Road between Easton Town Center and Eastland Mall in southeast subarea
 Broad Street between downtown and Hamilton Road (Whitehall)
 Main Street between downtown and Hamilton Road
 Karl, McGuffey, and Hamilton Avenue between Dublin Granville Road and 11th,
continuing to OSU and downtown
 Ohio/Champion Couplet between Frebis and Mt. Vernon, Continuing to OSU via 5th
and 11th
 Spring Street, Mt Vernon, Sunbury, Maryland and Sunbury to 5th & Nelson Road
from Downtown
Jobs, Employment, and Transportation (JET) Task Force is an ongoing effort, which to
date, has recommended a rail corridor for transit investment:
 Commuter or light rail from downtown to Port Columbus International Airport
 Intermodal Center at the Port Columbus International Airport
COTA’s Long Range Transit Plan (2012) includes several park and ride lot for additional
development:
 SR161 & Sunbury Road (Westerville)
 East Broad St & McNaughten Road (Reynoldsburg)
 Re-locate Northern Lights Transit hub to further north to increase parking supply

The specific transit investments identified in previous plans were mapped together with the 2040
Transit Propensity data (see Figure 4-3) as one way to understand how well planned transit
projects align with expected demand and need for transit service. The analysis suggests that
COTA’s High Frequency Network planned for the short-term should be well matched with the
emerging demand in the northeast generally, and especially in Gahanna. However, the High
Frequency Network is not currently designed to meet the expected demand in the northern
fringe of Franklin County in the office parks of New Albany and Huber Ridge as well as
Westerville. It is also worth noting however; that the transit demand in these areas reflect
relatively isolated pockets of need, rather than continuous corridors. Furthermore, while there
are plans to make the land use patterns more multimodal and transit oriented, the existing
development style are not conducive to transit use.
The data, maps and previous planning efforts suggest there is potential for additional transit
investment in the northeast subarea. As discussed, one of the strengths of this subarea is that it
is well balanced in terms of population and employment. High capacity transit connections to the
airport would not only serve travelers but could also improve job access for airport employees.
An extension of the CMAX to Polaris would provide both enhanced connections between
Westerville and Polaris, but also better connections with Columbus. With major employment
centers outside of downtown Columbus demand for suburb to suburb service will increase.
Crosstown connections such as Morse Road or SR 161 will be critical in bringing employees
from home to work in a convenient manner. In addition, reverse commute freeway based
express service can provide competitive travel times for commuters coming from neighborhoods
surrounding downtown. Park-and-ride facilities will be necessary to attract residents in lower
density areas to transit.
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Figure 4-3: NextGen Study Area: Planned Transit Investments Northeast Subarea

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2015 MORPC, US Census TIGER, and COTA data and various planning document
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Northwest
Overview
The northwest subarea consists of the area north of I-70 and west of I-71, it includes the cities
and towns of Dublin, Worthington, Hilliard, Upper Arlington, and Grandview Heights as well as
portions of the City of Columbus. Based on the study team’s definition, the northwest subarea
also includes the Ohio State University, a major regional trip generator, and Polaris Fashion
Place Mall.
In 2010 the northwest subarea contained one third of the population and almost 40% of the
employment in COTA’s service area, making the subarea the largest both in terms of population
and employment. All socioeconomic characteristics typically indicative of transit use are
underrepresented, with the exception of seniors. The subarea has the lowest concentration of
persons in poverty, zero vehicle households, and disabled persons of any other subarea.

Table 4-7:Population and Employment in Northwest Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates

Table 4-8: Socioeconomic Statistics: Northwest Subarea
*

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates
*Defined as all family members if the family income is less than 1.5 times the poverty threshold set by the federal government.

Planned Community Developments
By 2040 the population in the northwest subarea is projected to grow by only 7%, but growth
from a strong base means the subarea will remain the most populous subarea in the region.
Similarly, employment is projected to grow by 28%, less than any subarea except downtown.
However, because the area already has a high concentration of jobs, even with slower growth, it
is forecast to continue to be the largest employment center.
The moderate levels of congestion currently experienced on I-70, I-270, SR315 and I-71, will
become severe by 2035 making auto travel between downtown and communities such as
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Worthington and Hilliard less convenient. As shown in Figure 4-4, high density development
could support transit along several corridors including North High Street and Morse Road.
A rail connection in this subarea was examined in detail ten years ago. In 2006, COTA
conducted an alternatives analysis for high capacity transit in the CSX Rail Corridor between
downtown Columbus and Polaris. None of the alternatives met the FTA Cost Effectiveness
Index threshold for New Starts funding, and the no-build alternative was recommended, which
included frequency improvements on existing bus service in the corridor as well as additional
freeway based express service.
Planning documents for communities in the subarea indicate a desire for mass transit as well as
a willingness to partner with transit providers by focusing development in areas accessible by
transit and improving pedestrian connectivity.












Grandview Heights would like to promote mass transit as a means of reducing vehicular
traffic into Grandview Heights and through its neighborhoods. The 2008 Grandview
Heights Commerce District plan calls for higher density development supported by
transit and a walkable neighborhood.
Upper Arlington’s 2013 Master Plan suggests adopting design guideline for transitfriendly support facilities and encourages mixed use development with multi-modal
transportation connections. In particular Upper Arlington’s objective is to increase
number of choice riders using COTA’s services and propose targeting the OSU
population and downtown Columbus workers.
Hilliard desires more transit service and plans to focus development in the I-270 corridor
in order to strengthen the relationship between transportation and land use, make
Hilliard a candidate for rail service and achieve a modal shift away from drive alone trips
of 10% by 2031.
The 2005 Worthington Comprehensive Plan focuses on pedestrian improvements near
light rail stations that were proposed as part of the North Corridor high capacity transit
study. While this rail project did not move forward, Worthington’s plan calls for mass
transit considerations in review of development applications.
Dublin in particular has focused planning efforts on improving transit service. According
to the 2007 Dublin Community Plan, COTA has projected the greatest level of future
employment growth in the region to occur in Dublin. Several community circulator,
crosstown, and express routes connecting Dublin to downtown Columbus, Morse Road,
Hilliard, and West Broad Street were proposed as a result. Looking further in the future,
Dublin plans to obtain rights of way and sites for potential rail station/terminal locations.
The Bridge Street District in Dublin is an area of 800 acres zoned for high density, mixed
use urban development. Dublin plans to pursue extended transit service for this area as
well as the West Innovation District in order to facilitate transportation within the
community.
The Ohio State University has adopted a “park once” goal as part of its Comprehensive
Transportation and Parking Plan (CTPP) in order to facilitate travel patterns within
campus. Circulation will be provided by Campus Area Bus System (CABS) circulator
routes, as well as enhanced bicycle and pedestrian facilities in order to discourage
driving through the campus core. A transit center is planned as a facility for both CABS
and COTA buses.
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Table 4-9: Population and Employment Change in Northwest Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2040 data from MORPC Regional Model

Potential Transit Investments
The planning efforts discussed previously led to the recommendations for following investments:








COTA’s Transit System Redesign (2014) identified five frequent transit network
corridors:
 Neil Ave to OSU, continuing on 11th Avenue
 N High St and 5th Avenue to Grandview Heights
 N High St from downtown to Morse Rd
 Downtown Columbus to Upper Arlington via N High St, Olentangy River, N
Broadway, Kenny, and Bethel
 Bethel Mall to Easton Town Center via Bethel Rd, Jasonway Ave, N High St, and
Morse Road.
COTA Long Range Transit Plan (LRTP) (2012) identified potential locations for three
park-and-ride facilities:
 Polaris Pkwy & Gemini
 Sawmill Rd & I-270 (Dublin)
 Avery Rd & Perimeter Loop (Dublin)
The Hilliard Comprehensive Plan (2011) also identified two transit projects:
 Park-and-Ride: Relocate Hilliard Park-and-Ride to north of Cemetery Road to
support I-270 TOD Focus Area.
 Commuter rail and/or inter-city rail on the active rail line
Dublin Community Plan, 2007 (updated 2013)





Dublin Circulator/Spine with wait times of less than ten minutes
High capacity transit from the West Innovation District to Bridge Street district
Additional Park-and-Ride locations south of Dublin in Hayden Run Road corridor
Additional Park-and-Ride to complement existing Dale Drive location

The planned transit investments are mapped together with the forecast areas of transit
propensity (see Figure 4-4). The frequent transit network routes proposed in the Transit System
Redesign roughly align with the areas expected to have the highest transit propensity in the
future. In particular, North High Street, which abuts OSU’s campus, may serve a growing
number of trips in the future. Neighborhoods near OSU such as the Short North and downtown
Columbus have become popular destinations for night life and restaurants, and students may
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wish use transit to access these locations, particularly as OSU continues to attract students
desiring an urban college setting. The transit propensity index suggests that these corridors
could also support higher capacity investments, such as Bus Rapid Transit, Streetcar or Light
Rail services.
There is a mismatch between expected population and employment growth and development in
the City of Dublin and the planned transit investment. The City of Dublin is also planning to
increase the density of the community considerably and also has plans to develop into a more
transit oriented community. As a result, planned transit investments do not provide sufficient
connections between the City of Dublin and the rest of Franklin County, including connections
along the northern portion of Franklin County but also to areas such as Upper Arlington and
downtown Columbus.
Dublin currently has a high frequency circulator, similar to the CBUS, planned for the
community. There is also more potential for Dublin to evolve as a transit hub with fast and
frequent connections to downtown Columbus, as well as other east-west connections to
communities such as Westerville and Worthington. Slightly longer distance connections to
emerging job centers further east, such as Gahanna and/or New Albany also warrant additional
investigation. There is also potential for additional north-south transit investment along the
western portion of the study area, potentially providing connections from Dublin to Lincoln
Village, via Hilliard.
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Figure 4-4: NextGen Study Area: Planned Transit Investments Northwest Subarea

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2015 MORPC, US Census TIGER, and COTA data and various planning document
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Southeast
Overview
The southeast subarea consists of the area south of US40 and east of US23. The subarea
includes Obetz, Groveport, Canal Winchester, and Lockbourne. Rickenbacker International
Airport and Eastland Mall are also within the subarea.
In 2010 17.6% of the population and 22.3% of the employment in COTA’s service area were
located in the southeast subarea. The subarea has a higher concentration of transit dependent
populations. Almost one third of residents were living in poverty and the subarea has the highest
concentration of seniors of any subarea. There are also higher concentrations of zero vehicle
households and disabled persons than the region as a whole.

Table 4-10: Population and Employment in Southeast Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates

Table 4-11: Socioeconomic Statistics: Southeast Subarea
*

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates
*Defined as all family members if the family income is less than 1.5 times the poverty threshold set by the federal government.

Planned Community Developments
While the northeast and northwest subareas are projected to remain the largest in terms of
population and employment, the southeast subarea is projected to experience significant
changes. According to the MORPC data, the southeast subarea will see an almost 50%
increase in employment between 2010 and 2040. Population change (12.1%) will be
representative of the region as a whole between 2010 and 2040. The moderate congestion
levels currently experienced on US33 and I-70 east are projected to become severe between
Canal Winchester and Columbus. Even with this growth in population and employment,
however, in 2040, most of the subarea will not have the population and employment densities to
support high frequency transit (see Figure 4-5). Areas immediately south and east of downtown,
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such as Groveport, Eastland Mall, and the area around Brice Road and East Livingston,
however, are forecast to increase densities to levels that could support more frequent service.
Rickenbacker International Airport, which until recently was primarily served by air cargo and
charter flights, now offers commercial passenger flights to several destinations in Florida on
Allegiant Air. The service will expand to more destinations including Savannah, New Orleans,
and Myrtle Beach in late spring 2015. As the airport expands, employment and travel related
trips will increase. However, Rickenbacker is geographically isolated from other corridors that
show a high demand for transit.
The Blacklick-Madison Area, which covers the southeastern most portion of the subarea,
furthest from downtown Columbus, includes portions of Madison and Truro townships. In 2011 a
plan was adopted which encourages preservation of rural character and farmland while
introducing aspects of smart growth to mixed-use and commercial developments. The plan
states that the vision for transit is a network offering riders sufficient destinations with bus stops
to increase ridership. Residential and commercial developments will be clustered in order to
maximize the preservation of open space. The plan calls for creating pedestrian friendly
environments and improving pedestrian access to bus stops in developed areas. While the rural
nature of this area will not support high capacity transit modes, focusing development in small,
dense areas is more conducive to transit service than larger areas of low density development.

Table 4-12: Population and Employment Change in Southeast Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2040 data from MORPC Regional Model

Potential Transit Investments
The following potential investments were compiled from relevant plans and studies:




The COTA Transit System Redesign (2014) identified four frequent transit network
corridors in the southeast sub area:
 East Livingston Avenue between downtown Columbus and Brice Road
 Eastland Mall to Morse Road via Courtright Road, continuing on James Road and
Stelzer Road
 Alum Creek Drive & Hwy 104 to downtown via Whittier and 3rd
 Ohio/Champion Couplet between Frebis and Mt. Vernon, Continuing to OSU.
COTA Long Range Transit Plan (LRTP) (2012) identified three park-and-ride lots:
 Canal Winchester (Gender Rd & US33)
 Rathmell Rd & South High St
 SR 256 & I-70
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In the Blacklick-Madison area, the development patterns and total projected employment and
residential populations do not present any corridors appropriate for transit investment (see
Figure 4-5). COTA’s planned High Frequency Network, as it is currently planned, should
address much of the demand based on forecast population and employment densities. The
exception to this is the growth forecast for Rickenbacker south of I-271. The forecast density for
this area largely reflects growth in employment, which means that even though the site is largely
isolated from other pockets of transit need, it will be a key destination for many people in the
region.
In addition, it is worth noting that the southeast subarea has a high concentration of poverty,
with roughly 30% of the existing population categorized as living in poverty. There are also
relatively large numbers of people with disabilities, older adults and living in zero vehicle
households. This means that without transit investment, communities in the southeast subarea
will be disadvantaged by paying higher transportation costs (now and in the future) – either
because they will be forced to drive alone or because they must spend more time traveling to
and from work - because of the lack of access to jobs and services.
In addition, as the population and employment grows throughout the subarea, especially if
growth is clustered, expansion of services designed to serve concentrated high demand areas
may be appropriate. Hamilton Road between Groveport and the Northeast sub area is likely to
have sufficient clusters of population and employment densities to warrant a closer look at
enhanced transit service. Park-and-Ride based express service can provide fast, direct
linkages to other parts of the region and may be more appropriate for the level of demand.
Reverse commuter services to the employment sites around Groveport and Rickenbacker can
also better connect residential areas with growing job markets.
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Figure 4-5: NextGen Study Area: Planned Transit Investments Southeast Subarea

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2015 MORPC, US Census TIGER, and COTA data and various planning document
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Southwest
Overview
The southwest subarea consists of the area south of I-70 and west of US23. The subarea
includes Grove City, Urbancrest, Valleyview, and Lincoln Village. In 2010 15.3% of the
population and 19.7% of the employment in COTA’s service area were located in the southwest
subarea. It is the least populous subarea and has the least employment outside of downtown. It
also contains a high portion of people with transit dependent characteristics. Almost one third of
residents live in poverty, and disabled persons and seniors are overrepresented compared to
the region.

Table 4-13: Population and Employment in Southwest Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates

Table 4-14: Socioeconomic Statistics: Southwest Subarea
*

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2008-2012 5-year ACS Estimates
*Defined as all family members if the family income is less than 1.5 times the poverty threshold set by the federal government.
.

Planned Community Developments
The southwest subarea is projected to experience the highest level of growth in the number of
jobs by 2040 at 49%, however it will still contain the fewest number of jobs of any subarea,
including downtown. Population is expected to grow by 18.1% but will remain the smallest of
any subarea outside of downtown. With the exception of several areas along West Broad Street
and in Grove City, development patterns suggest that most of the subarea’s population and
employment densities are insufficient to support high frequency transit.
Grove City, which was once served by a rail connection to Columbus, has identified the existing
rail corridor as a potential option for future transit links. The 2008 town center plan calls for
intensifying densities in order to create a more walkable town center with increased jobs and
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residents. In line with the distribution of future population and employment, existing planning
documents in the region have focused more on other subareas.

Table 4-15: Population and Employment Change – Southwest Subarea

Sources: 2010 Census, SF1 100% data; 2040 data from MORPC Regional Model

Potential Transit Investments
The following transit investments were compiled from relevant plans and studies:





The COTA Transit System Redesign (2014) identified two frequent transit network
corridors for the southwest subarea:
 West Broad Street between Hilliard Rome Rd (Lincoln Village) and downtown
Columbus
 West Rich Street between Mt. Carmel West Hospital and downtown Columbus
COTA Long Range Transit Plan (LRTP) (2012) identified one park-and-ride investment
at the intersection of I-71 & SR665
Grove City Town Center Plan, 2008 (updated 2011)
 Existing rail corridor to downtown Columbus

Overall the southwest subarea shows lower future demand – as expressed by population and
employment density - for transit than other subareas (see Figure 4-6). However, transit may be
a tool to stimulate growth and provide enhanced mobility to dependent populations. As
compared with the region overall, the southwest subarea has more people with transit
dependent characteristics, including more people with low incomes, more people with
disabilities, and more living in zero vehicle households. As a result, people living in the
southwest subarea also have fewer jobs in close proximity to their homes, making efficient
connections to employment and services critical for these individuals. Without transit
investment, communities in the southeast subarea will be disadvantaged by paying higher
transportation costs – either because they will be forced to drive alone or because they must
spend more time traveling to and from work - in the future because of the lack of access to jobs
and services.
Within this context, transit offers opportunities to stimulate growth and development. West
Broad Street is an area that has experienced disinvestment, with the majority of low income
households in the southwest subarea clustered around the corridor. High capacity transit may
be warranted given the socioeconomic characteristics and could be used to catalyze change in
the area.
Grove City has a historic town center whose streets patterns reflect its past as a rail suburb of
Columbus. The area is forecast for growth and suggests sufficient future demand – although
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relatively isolated - for additional transit service there are no planned investments to meet these
emerging needs.
Park-and-Ride based express service can provide fast, direct linkages to other parts of the
region and may be more appropriate for the level of demand. Potential links include service to
Dublin or to Groveport and Rickenbacker.
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Figure 4-6: NextGen Study Area: Planned Transit Investments Southwest Subarea

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2015 MORPC, US Census TIGER, and COTA data and various planning document
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Global Summary
The following summarizes key conclusions that were drawn as a result of the data analysis and
plan review in this document as well as public input received during the Phase 1 public
involvement process.15


















Downtown Columbus, the Short North, and OSU will continue to be great destinations
for transit, and future improvements must include them. Improvements could take the
form of frequent local bus service, commuter service, or high capacity transit.
The CBUS is a proven concept in Columbus, with support from a wide range of
constituencies. Opportunities for additional urban circulator service should be examined,
including to east downtown and Franklinton.
Dublin, Polaris, and Easton are all growing suburban areas and show increased
propensity for service improvements between now and 2050. With projected growth in
employment and residents, connections will be needed between these areas as well as
to and from downtown Columbus. As these areas grow, development should be focused
on creating transit supportive land uses so that they can become successful focal points
for future service growth.
Port Columbus is seen as a major regional destination and there is a desire for improved
transit access within the community.
Regional access to jobs must be improved. The data show that job growth is largely in
suburbs. Expanded reverse commute service is necessary. Potential destinations for
improved service include Polaris, Dublin, Rickenbacker, and New Albany, among others.
As population in suburban areas grows, service needs grow as well. Fixed-route transit
is not appropriate for all areas, but innovative service designs can accommodate lower
density environments.
Suburban communities desire local circulator service.
Seniors and persons with disabilities are distributed throughout central Ohio. The size of
these populations will increases with the aging baby boomer generation, heightening the
need for transit services designed to meet their needs.
Congestion will increase, particularly on central Ohio’s highways over the next 35 years.
Expansion of the bus on shoulder program and investment in transit priority treatments
on surface streets can increase the appeal of transit and help keep commuters moving.
COTA’s best existing transit corridors, including High Street, Cleveland Avenue, West
Broad Street, East Broad Street, East Main Street, and East Livingston Avenue will
continue to have densities that support frequent, fixed route transit service.

For a detailed summary of the results of Phase 1 public involvement please see the document titled Community and Stakeholder Outreach Summary of Phase
1 Findings published under a separate cover as part of the NextGen study.
15
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Figure 4-7: NextGen Study Area: 2017 Planned Transit Investment

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2015 MORPC, US Census TIGER, and COTA data and various planning document
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Development of Potential High Capacity Corridors
Based on the global needs and the needs identified in the previous chapters, twenty-six different
corridors were identified that could potentially warrant high capacity transit by 2050. The twentysix corridors should not be looked upon as a recommended service network, but instead areas
of opportunity to meet both existing and projected transportation needs. No mode (i.e. bus rapid
transit, streetcar, light rail, or commuter rail) is assumed for these potential high capacity transit
corridors. Figure 4-8 shows the potential alignments of each of the twenty-six corridors. Table
4-16 shows a brief description of each of the proposed corridors, as well as the rational for the
corridor being selected for evaluation as a high capacity transit corridor.

Figure 4-8: 2050 Potential High Capacity Transit Corridors
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Table 4-16: Description and Genesis of 2050 Potential High Capacity Transit Corridors
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Appendix E.1 Demographic
Characteristics
While population and employment density are the strongest predictors of transit use, the
characteristics of the population are also important indicators. In general, when discussing the
potential markets for transit, planners consider two types of riders:




Transit-dependent riders use transit services because they always or sometimes are
unable to travel by private vehicle. These riders may not be able to afford a private
vehicle or may be unable to operate one. They tend to rely more on transit than
discretionary riders and are more likely to use transit for most or all of their travel,
including to/from appointments, shopping, and entertainment/recreation.
Discretionary or “choice” riders, who have sufficient resources and the ability to
operate private vehicles, but choose to use transit because it provides a comparatively
attractive option or because riders make other lifestyle choices leading them to use
transit. Discretionary riders are more likely to use transit to travel to/from work, but may
also use transit in other circumstances.

The data is not forecast as part of future scenarios. As a result, only existing (2010) year data is
available. The information was mapped, analyzed, and considered as part of the needs
assessment. However, because the focus of the NextGen study is on the future, these maps are
discussed as part of the appendix rather than the primary analysis.
Low-Income Households
Income status is the strongest indicator of a higher-than-average reliance on public
transportation; people with lower incomes are less likely to reliably afford a private vehicle and
thus are more likely to use transit. Nelson\Nygaard used the U.S. Census’ classification of
poverty status to define and identify low income households, which considers household income
and the number of household members when classifying a household as in poverty. Disposable
income is largely a factor of household size and household income and, as such, whether a
household is in poverty is a good proxy for whether individuals within the household are likely to
use transit. The distribution of households with low incomes is shown Figure 0-1. In 2012,
299,589 individuals, or more than 15 percent of the county’s population, live in poverty. This rate
is significantly above the national average of 13.5 percent.
Poverty is most concentrated in the University District, located north of downtown Columbus
and adjacent to The Ohio State University. Other large concentrations of individuals living in
poverty are in Franklinton; the Hilltop neighborhood west of Franklinton; the King-Lincoln
neighborhood, east of downtown; the Merion Village neighborhood south of German Village;
and along Cleveland Avenue and Westerville Road extending northeast from downtown
Columbus. Most areas with high numbers of low-income households – those in the core of
Columbus, particularly in the University District – receive among the highest levels of transit in
the service area. Merion Village and the Cleveland Avenue corridor are also well-served by
existing COTA service. Note that dots are placed randomly within geographic units (blocks or
block groups) in all of the density maps in Figures A-1 through A-4; therefore, the placement of
dots should be interpreted as a general indication of the clustering of residents in each group.
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Figure 0-1: NextGen Study Area: Low-Income Population (2010)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2010 Census, 2008-2012 American Community Survey 5-Year estimates, and US Census TIGER
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Zero Vehicle Households
For self-evident reasons, individuals without access to a vehicle represent a particularly strong
market for transit. In some cases, these residents are car-free by choice, while others are
unable to drive for legal or financial reasons. Identifying clusters of this group helps highlight
areas that have transit-dependent riders, as well as riders who prefer to live car-free.
While zero vehicle households are located throughout the COTA service area, the largest
concentrations of zero vehicle households are located in and adjacent to downtown Columbus
(see Figure A-2). Downtown Columbus, King-Lincoln, the University District, and German
Village all have relatively high concentrations of car-free households. There are also relative
concentrations of zero-vehicle households extending west from downtown into Franklinton and
the hilltop Neighborhood and along Cleveland Avenue extending north from downtown.
Zero vehicle households are generally served by COTA’s existing fixed-route network.
Approximately 68 percent of zero vehicle households are within a convenient walk (¼ mile) of a
COTA bus stop.
Older Adults
Baby Boomers, and those before them, increasingly desire to remain as active and independent
as possible, and to age in place. One important way for them to remain independent is through
the availability of transit.
In Franklin County, approximately 120,000 residents, or just over 10 percent of the county’s
population is 65 or over. Older adults live throughout the county, but in general, more live in
suburban areas than in the city core (see Figure 0-3). This is most evident in downtown
Columbus and in the University District, which have a lower proportion of older adults in relation
to the area’s total population. Elsewhere, however, the distribution of older adults generally
matches the distribution of the general population. Exceptions are clusters of older adult
populations located in Whitehall, east of Columbus. Some of these clusters, particularly those in
the Hilltop neighborhood of Columbus and in Westerville, have relatively limited access to transit
service.
Persons with Disabilities
While many people with disabilities are able to drive, many cannot. As a result, public
transportation, including both regular fixed-route bus service but also specialized paratransit
services, are an essential resource to ensure people with disabilities are able to live actively and
productively.
In Franklin County, approximately 40,000 individuals, or 3.5 percent of the population, have a
disability. The distribution of these individuals generally matches the distribution of the general
population (see Figure 0-4). It also generally matches the distribution of older adults, since older
adults are more likely to have a disability. As such, larger population of individuals with a
disability are located in and adjacent to downtown Columbus; in Franklinton and the Hilltop
neighborhood west of downtown, and in the German Village neighborhood.
Most areas with a large number of residents with disabilities are well-served by transit.
However, residents with disabilities live throughout Franklin County, including many areas
where the provision of transit is not practical.
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Figure 0-2: NextGen Study Area: Households without Access to a Vehicle (2010)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2010 Census, 2008-2012 American Community Survey 5-Year estimates, and US Census TIGER
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Figure 0-3: NextGen Study Area: Older Adult Population (2010)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2010 Census, 2008-2012 American Community Survey 5-Year estimates, and US Census TIGER
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Figure 0-4: NextGen Study Area: Population with a Disability (2010)

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates adapted from 2010 Census, 2008-2012 American Community Survey 5-Year estimates, and US Census TIGER
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Appendix E.2 Plan Review
Overview
As discussed, Central Ohio has been growing rapidly and steadily for the past several decades.
The region responded to past growth in different ways and is currently working to position itself
for future growth. Many of these projects include large regional efforts, like insight2050 and the
ongoing Metropolitan Transportation Plan being prepared by MORPC, or the Transit System
Redesign undertaken by COTA. Others are large municipal efforts, such as the Columbus
Multimodal Thoroughfare Transportation Study (Connect Columbus). There are also a multitude
of local plans that reflect the priorities and aspirations of individual communities and
municipalities. While these plans may reflect smaller geographic areas, they are of no less
significance to the region – and COTA -- as it plans and designs its future.
As part of preparing the needs assessment, the NextGen team reviewed a compendium of
studies and plans. This chapter provides a summary of the major plans and considers the
implications of these plans on the need and demand for transit services. It begins with the
regional planning efforts undertaken by MORPC and COTA, followed by recent planning efforts
undertaken in Columbus and the suburban cities and towns. The combined impact of the
planning documents with the forecasted population and employment growth are outlined in the
next chapter.

MORPC
MORPC is anticipating significant regional population and employment growth over the next 40
years. In order to determine the long-term transportation needs arising from this growth,
MORPC developed the 2012-2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). The study reviews
the region’s existing transportation network and recommends a number of strategies and
projects that will maintain and improve central Ohio’s transportation system through 2035.
The MTP describes regional trends data in order to anticipate future demands on the regional
transportation system. An analysis of existing and projected travel patters found that average
trip lengths and average trip times are expected to increase for both work trips and other trips
from 2005 to 2035 due to the outward growth in the land use forecast. By 2035, many of the
major roadways within I-270 are projected to have severe congestion during peak periods
according to the MORPC Travel Demand Model.
The MTP discusses strategies and projects put forth by COTA, as well as the region’s other
transit providers that aim to improve transit service in the region. Strategies and projects include
the addition of park-and-ride locations to improve connections between transit and other modes
of transportation, evaluating potential corridors for additional “bus on shoulder” projects, and
efforts to introduce fixed guideway transit service by revisiting the North Corridor Light Rail
Project and Downtown Columbus Streetcar Project (should funding circumstances change and
make these projects more feasible).
The plan puts forth a number of broad recommendations, including connections between transit
and other modes of transportation and improving transit operations by increasing in efficiency
while investing in technology and facilities. In addition to broad recommendations, the plan
recommends two specific transit projects. The first project recommendation is maintaining and
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expanding COTA bus service at - or beyond - 2011 levels. The plan also recommends
implementing bus rapid transit on Cleveland Avenue, connecting downtown to Polaris Parkway
from 2016 to 2020, which is estimated to cost between $26.5 and $42.7 million.
MORPC is currently developing a 2016-2040 Columbus Area Metropolitan Transportation Plan.
Like the current MTP, the updated plan will set goals and targets for the region, and identify
transportation strategies and projects to achieve those goals over the next 20 years. The
estimated completion date for the plan is May 2016.

COTA
COTA has undergone significant changes over the past 10 years. As discussed, many of the
more recent plans reflect opportunities created when, in 2006, the region increased funding for
COTA by endorsing a 10-year ¼ cent sales tax. Many of these efforts began as planning
projects over the past few years and are starting to appear on the regional stage as new
services. This section, therefore, focuses on the major planning efforts that are not yet
operational. Like many other jurisdictions and entities in Central Ohio, COTA has been engaged
in significant planning activities that are changing the way they provide service and creating a
framework for short and longer term service development. These changes include a
restructuring of their existing routes (Transit System Redesign), introduction of new service
types on key corridors (CBUS and CMAX Bus Rapid Transit) as well as a short and long term
transit planning projects. Each plan is summarized in the following section, followed by an
overview of the findings most relevant to the NextGen effort.
Transit System Redesign
The Transit System Redesign (TSR) study assessed COTA’s current bus network,
recommended changes to the network and examined current and potential technology upgrades
to lay the foundation for a more useful, attractive and convenient transit network with the
objective of increasing transit use. In 2013, COTA served approximately 18.3 million annual
boardings with 997,000 fixed route service hours. A bus network service plan identifying the
proposed re-structuring of COTA’s network and associated service levels, a Downtown
Operations Plan, and an Implementation Plan are all part of the recommendations. These
recommendations are the result of a comprehensive review of the existing transit network,
downtown bus operations, technical analysis, extensive public involvement, the input of COTA
staff, COTA Board of Trustees, development of network alternatives, preparation of a proposed
downtown plan and a technology review. All of these recommendations are constrained by
current funding levels within the projected 2017 service levels of 1,163,000 service hours.
The resulting TSR is a document outlining how COTA could most effectively invest the available
funding from today to 2017, setting the stage for longer-range planning. The new network is
based on a split of service hours divided with roughly 70 percent of the service designed to
focus on strengthening ridership and 30 percent designed to provide coverage to areas with
high need. New all-day service, high-frequency networks, more frequent crosstowns, improved
line spacing, better access to suburban jobs, and improved downtown operations with reduced
bus volumes on High Street are all benefits of the proposed network. A key feature is a doubling
of the core network of high-frequency routes from 6 to 12 (Routes 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 80,
92, 95 and the BRT Line). As well, more than twice as many residents and 68% more jobs will
be within ¼ of a mile of 15-minute service if the proposed changes are made to the existing
network. Additionally, 36% more current riders will have improved service should the proposed
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network be implemented. Although eliminating service is never an easy decision, the plan would
cancel low productivity local and express lines to re-deploy resources for investing in areas
expected to be more productive. Also, the plan reduces the size of the bus fleet compared to the
current network. Overall, the changes are expected to result in ridership growth of 10% in two
years.

Figure 0-1: Transit System Redesign: Proposed Network

Source: Transit System Redesign
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Figure 0-2: Transit System Redesign: Proposed Frequent Network Midday Frequency

Source: Transit System Redesign

To enhance the transit environment in the downtown area, the proposed network includes
several changes. In particular, there would be a reduction in High Street bus volumes by up to
20% in the midday and 40% during the peak periods. Because the buses will be on fewer lines,
they will tend to arrive more evenly spaced, creating less bus congestion at stops. Passengers
should not have to wait as long and stop crowding at stops will be reduced as a result of the
recommendation to streamline downtown bus operations.
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Figure 0-3: Transit System Redesign: Existing versus Proposed Network Midday Frequency

Source: Transit System Redesign

In summary, the TSR recommendations provide a strategic direction for COTA to create a
transit network that forms the basis for long-term improvements to transit throughout COTA’s
service area. Although few transit agencies completely restructure their bus line networks as
quickly and significantly as recommended in the TSR, the plan presents a critically important
opportunity to re-focus COTA’s mandate and resources and to engage the community in
building a more effective, useful and ultimately more successful (in terms of ridership and
community support) transit service. As ridership grows and more funding becomes available,
service could be added, not just to the 12 frequent network routes, but also to the “secondary”
routes identified in blue in the plan. This scalability positions COTA to grow ridership while also
planning for the improvements that could be made with additional funding. The proposed
investments described above are not necessarily focused on the best routes of today, but are,
instead, directed at the corridors that have the most potential to create a network that will grow
ridership and serve as the foundation for future investment. The NextGen plan builds upon this
foundation by giving the community an opportunity to realize near-term changes while also
starting the prioritization process of further improvements for the next several decades.
CMAX - Cleveland Avenue BRT
COTA is currently in the process of implementing CMAX, a BRT service that will operate in
mixed traffic between downtown and Columbus Square Shopping Center via Cleveland Avenue.
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Cities, Towns and Townships Outside of Columbus
The goals and policies of communities outside of Columbus are diverse. Over the last decade
an extensive amount of local planning work has been completed throughout and beyond
COTA’s service area. More than 20 plans have been reviewed and include cities, townships,
subareas and villages within Franklin County, as well as several in the adjacent counties of
Fairfield, Licking, Delaware and Madison Counties.
This collective body of local plans is a valuable component to the development of the region’s
long-range transit plan. In some cases, cities like Dublin make transit a priority. Such plans
include a desire for increased transit service, ideas for a new local route and connections to
other suburban cities and destinations. In other cases, the challenges of providing efficient and
effective transit service are recognized within the plan and the preservation of the community’s
rural character is a priority. Although not unanimous, there is general consensus throughout the
plans that communities would like to see improvements in transit scaled to their own needs.
The desired improvements can take a range of forms including enhancements to existing bus
stops, new connections or rail investments connecting commuters to Columbus and other parts
of the region. In many instances, the local plans cite and support COTA’s current long-range
plan. Regardless of the level of transit investment desired, or general support for transit, nearly
all of the community plans strived for a balanced approach to meet future land use and
transportation needs. The following summary includes items intended to exemplify some of the
ideas captured in the local planning efforts. In no way does it fully represent of all of the ideas
that have been considered.
Transit Improvement Examples:


The City of Dublin Community Plan highlights increased transit service, a new local
route, direct connections to other suburban cities and new park and rides



The Hilliard Comprehensive Plan proposes a park-and-ride facility on Parkway Lane to
the north side of Cemetery Road



Both the Grove City Plan and Hilliard Plan look to take advantage of existing or old rail
connections as a long-range concept for connecting commuters with central Columbus



New Albany considers shuttle routes to connect a park and ride with employment
centers in the Business Campus

Supportive Land Use Examples:


In conjunction with the park-and-ride proposed in the Hilliard Comprehensive Plan, the
adjacent land use supports transit-oriented development in the I-270 Focus Area,
adjacent to the proposed hotel and conference center



Upper Arlington looks to encourage mixed-use development with multimodal
transportation connections



The City of Worthington Comprehensive Plan includes several policies to encourage
redevelopment supportive of the existing character, the vitality of Old Worthington, and a
readiness to support transit-oriented development when appropriate

Other Transportation Enhancement Examples:
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The Upper Arlington Master Plan highlights the importance of maintaining sidewalks and
pedestrian infrastructure adjacent to transit facilities to promote more mobility choices



The Blacklick-Madison Area Plan calls for improvements to pedestrian infrastructure
near bus stops and a comprehensive system of bikeways and other pedestrian
improvements



The Village of Johnstown Strategic Plan Update calls for the promotion of intermodal
facilities (including pedestrian connections to transit stops), and the consideration of
such facilities during the development review process

The creation of a new long-range transit plan is ultimately a balance of regional vision, local
needs, and available resources. Despite the range and diversity of visions, goals and policies
contained within these plans, they are all valuable as COTA develops strategies to guide the
region’s transit service into the next decade and beyond.
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